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ABSTRACT 
Western art songs written on Japanese poems, Tanka, appeared in the early 
twentieth century as a late manifestation of Japonisme, the Japanese influence on 
Western art and music. The songs discussed in this dissertation include Japanisches 
Regenlied (1909) by Joseph Marx, Three Japanese Lyrics (1912-13) by Igor Stravinsky, 
Petits Poemes Japonais (1919) by Francesco Santoliquido, and Romances on Texts by 
Japanese Poets (1928-32) by Dmitri Shostakovich. 
Japonisme emerged as a significant movement in late-nineteenth-century Western 
art when Japanese artworks were first exported to Europe. Under the influence of these 
works, Western painters soon adopted Japanese techniques especially from traditional 
wood-block prints (Ukiyo-e). The appreciation of Japanese art and culture eventually 
emerged in Western music as a part of Orientalism and exoticism, first in opera, then in 
Debussy's music, and lastly in art songs. 
The Japanese poems used in Western art songs examined here are most 
commonly referred to as Tanka (a short poem), a genre that flourished between the third 
and tenth centuries. Because of the unique characteristics of the Japanese language, 
translating Japanese poems into European languages requires a certain imagination. The 
vi 
purpose of this dissertation is to explore the relationship between the original Japanese 
poems and their translations into European languages, and to discuss their transformation. 
The introduction provides a brief overview of Japonisme in Western art in the late 
nineteenth century. Chapter One focuses on the basic elements of Japanese poetry in 
order to outline the characteristics unique to the Japanese language. Considering 
Japanese influence within the category of "Orientalism" and "Exoticism" in music, 
Chapter Two explores the evidence for Oriental and exotic influences on Western music. 
Chapter Three focuses more specifically on Japanese influences in Western music. A 
detailed study of poems and translations, and their relationship to music is the core focus 
of Chapter Four. Chapter Five concludes that Tanka vanished from Western art songs 
soon after the songs under consideration were composed. 
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Introduction 
lapnnisme and the influence of Japanese Art 
The French term Japonisme, coined by the French critic, collector and printmaker 
Philippe Burty in 1872, refers to the Japanese influence on Western art, music, and 
culture of late-nineteenth-century Europe.1 However, this term was not widely used until 
after World War II, even in France, and Japonaiserie had been used instead to indicate 
any Japanese influences especially in the late nineteenth century.2 Japan was a closed 
country for nearly 200 years and had only limited connections with foreign countries. 
Few Japanese people were allowed to leave the country during that time. After four U.S. 
ships, Susquehanna, Mississippi, Saratoga, and Plymouth, forced Japan to open the 
country in 1853, many Europeans traveled to Japan. Many of these travelers began 
importing Japanese artwork to their own countries. The French were among the most 
enthusiastic about introducing Japanese art, and in 1861 a shop called La Porte Chinoise 
was opened in Paris to sell Japanese goods. The Universal Exposition, held in Paris in 
1867, Vienna in 1873, and Paris again in 1878, helped expose Europeans to Japanese art. 
Artists first adopted Japanese materials in their painting to show their admiration 
towards Japanese artwork and bring an exotic touch to their own work. One of the most 
famous paintings is La Japonaise (1876) by French impressionist, Claude Monet (1840-
1926). 
1 Phylis Floyd, Japonisme, Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online, 
http://www.oxfordartonlinefom.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/art/T044421 (accessed April 25, 
2012). 
2 Shuji Takashina, "What is Japonisme?" in Introduction to Japonisme, ed. Japonisme Society (Kyoto: 
Sibunkaku Publisher, 2000), 3. 
Figure 0.1 Oaude Monet, La Japonaise, Madame Monet en costume japonais. 1876. Oil 
on canvas. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
In this painting, Monet's wife, Camille, put on a Japanese Kimono, held a Sensu 
(a folding fan), and stood in front of a wall decorated with Uchiwa (round fans). Her 
blond hair wig further adds to the exotic quality of the painting. However, Monet himself 
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did not give himself much credit for this painting.3 
This painting is often used to demonstrate the early signs of Japanese influence, 
and many painters, including Edouard Manet (1832-87), Edgar Degas (1834-1917), 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919), Vincent Van Gogh (1853-90), followed. Van Gogh 
was born in the Netherlands, but he was influenced by Japanese art after he moved to 
Paris in 1886. There he encountered painters who had already been influenced by 
Japanese art.4 While painters were enthusiastic about Japanese goods, they also collected 
and studied Japanese wood-block prints, Ukiyo-e (pictures of the Floating World). They 
were impressed by the colorfulness and composition of these works. Although Van Gogh 
is not considered an Impressionist painter, he was affected by Ukiyo-e like the 
impressionists of his time. In fact, many copies of Ukiyo-e made by him survive. His 
Ukiyo-e collection even appeared in one of his paintings, Le Pere Tanguy (1887-8). In 
this painting, Pere Tanguy, who was the art dealer and also the owner of an artists' 
supplies shop, posed in front of a wall full of Ukiyo-e. The concept of this painting is 
similar to Monet's La Japonaise. 
More than any other European country, France was the center of Japanese 
influence, Japonisme. The Japonisme movement began within paintings, but gradually it 
made a major impact on other genres as well. Siegfried (Samuel) Bing (1838-1905), an 
art dealer, critic, and editor of magazines, played an important role in introducing various 
genres of Japanese art when he published the magazine Le Japon Artistique between 
3 Akiko Mabuchi, Japonisme: Representations et Imaginaires des Europiens (Tokyo: Briicke Co., 1997), 
62. 
4 Tsukasa Kodera, "the Netherlands," in Introduction to Japonisme, 111. 
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1888-1891 in French, English and German. Thirty-six issues of this magazine were 
published, and they were widely read in France, as well as other European countries and 
America.5 The magazine contained many color-printed illustrations and information, not 
only about artwork such as Ukiyo-e, ceramics, and jewelry, but also about Japanese 
architecture, Kabuki (a traditional drama), and much more. This magazine clearly was an 
important first step for Europeans to thoroughly understand Japanese culture. Bing also 
had a store in Paris, where he sold many Japanese goods. He renovated the store in 1895 
and renamed it Art Nouveau. This name was later used to refer to the decorative art 
which was a popular movement during 1890-1910. 
Aside from Bing, there was another important person who introduced Japanese art 
in Paris. A Japanese art dealer, Tadamasa Hayashi (1853-1906), came to Paris in 1878 as 
an interpreter for the Universal Exposition where his trading company held an exhibition 
of Japanese artwork. His company exported a myriad of Japanese goods, including 
Ukiyo-e, Bydbu (a painted folding screen), Kake-jiku (a hanging scroll), and many others. 
He was one of only a few Japanese people who could speak French fluently at that time, 
and he played a vital role in helping Europeans to understand Japanese culture. He 
translated a book about the life of Hokusai Katsushika, an Ukiyo-e artist, into French in 
order to help Edmond de Goncourt (1822-96), a huge collector of Japanese artworks, 
write the book Hokusai, which was published in 1896.6 
In Austria, Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) demonstrated Japanese influences in his 
s Klaus Berger, "Critics, connoisseurs and dealers as leaders of taste, 1870-1880," in Japonisme in Western 
Painting from Whistler to Matisse, trans. David Britt (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 90. 
6 Katsumi Miyazaki, "France, after 1890," in Introduction to Japonisme, 55. 
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paintings throughout his life. He often used Japanese materials, like Japanese apricot 
flower, cherry blossom flower, or Japanese crests in the background of his paintings. He 
also was inspired to use gold leaf in his paintings because of a Japanese folding screen.7 
However, he did not show much influence of Ukiyo-e. 
Japanese influence in many genres of art continued to appear. In the United 
States, Japanese influence appeared first in decorative art. Tiffany and Company used 
Japanese motives for the design of silverware, which were displayed at the Universal 
Exposition in 1878 in Paris.8 Louis Comfort Tiffany (1848-1933), the son of the founder 
of Tiffany and Company, used Japanese motives in stained glass. 
The information stated here only partially illustrates Japanese influence on 
Western art. However, there can be no doubt that Japanese art had an enormous impact 
on the artists of the West during the late nineteenth century. 
Musicians were equally influenced by Japanese art, including Japanese-influenced 
Western paintings. Claude Debussy (1862-1918) was one of the main composers to be 
influenced directly by Ukiyo-e. He owned a large collection of Ukiyo-e and some other 
Japanese goods. When Japanese goods became fashionable, interest in Japanese culture 
grew. Musicians were just as eager and enthusiastic. The purpose of this dissertation is 
to discover Japanese influence on Western music as it is related to the concept of 
Orientalism, particularly in Western art songs. I first became interested in this topic 
when I discovered an art song from the early twentieth century that used an ancient 
7 Lionel Lambourne. "Fans, Parasols, Combs, Pins, Kimonos," in Japonisme-Cultural Crossings between 
Japan and the West (New York: Phaidon Press Inc., 2005), 125-6. 
8 Masayuki Okabe, "America," in Introduction to Japonisme, 98. 
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Japanese poem for its text. It was Japanisches Regenlied composed by Joseph Marx 
(1882-1964) in 1909. In researching more art songs using Japanese poems, I found out 
there were relatively few compared to the large number of other Oriental-influenced 
songs written around the same time. In addition, they were not well recognized 
compared to other Japanese-influenced pieces. A detailed study of Western art songs 
using Japanese ancient poems for their texts would be necessary to discover whether the 
music was Japanese-influenced, and to examine how each composer interpreted these 
poems and painted them with music. Because of the characteristic of Japanese poetry, it 
is essential to acknowledge the extent to which a composer's understandings of this 
poetry were treated like Ukiyo-e technique in paintings. The aim of this study is to 
explore the challenge taken up by Western composers in setting Japanese poetry to music. 
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Chapter 1 
Japanese Poetry 
General Introduction 
The history of Japanese poetry can be traced back to the early fifth century. 
Waka, meaning Japanese poem(s), has been associated with Japanese poetry since the 
time that forms such as Henka, Tonka, Choka, SedDka, Renga and Bussoku-sekika were 
written down. However, as the other forms disappeared over time, Tonka, meaning 
short poem, emerged as a synonym of Waka. "Haiku," a more recent form of Japanese 
poetry and more popular with Westerners in the twenty-first century, appeared around 
1600. 
The most significant rule governing Japanese poetiy is the number of syllables for 
each line. In all forms of Japanese poetiy lines consist of either five or seven syllables. 
Japanese poems are measured in syllables, and not in lines, as in Western poetry. For 
example, Tanka contains five lines, and the numbers of syllables per line are 5,7,5,7,7: 
thus, the total number of syllables is 31. Haiku contains three lines, with the numbers of 
each line being 5,7,5: thus, the total number of syllables is 17. Table 1.1 offers a 
summary of the basic forms. 
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Table 1.1 
Name of Form Description of Form Details of Form, Number of Syllables 
Henka Half Poem 
Has to be paired with another 
Henka 
3 lines: 5,7,7 
Sedoka A set of two Henka 
Question-answer poems 
Each henka can be by two 
poets 
6 lines; 5,7,7,5,7,7 
Choka Long Poem 
Followed by Tanka sum­
marizing the context of 
Choka 
7 lines or more 
Repeat 2 lines of 5 and 7 more than 3 
times, then finish with the line of 7 
5,7,5,7,5,7, 7 
Tonka Short Poem 5 lines: 5,7,5,7,7 
Renga Relay Poem 
A Tanka made by two poets; 
one writes the first 3 lines, 
the other the last 2 lines 
5 lines: 5,7,5,7,7 (same as Tonka) 
Bussoku-Sekika Poem written on the feet of 
Buddha to praise him 
6 lines: 5,7,5,7,7,7 
Haiku Brief Poem 3 lines: 5,7,5 
The oldest book of Japanese poetry is called Man'ydsha (The Collection of Ten 
Thousand Leaves). Completed in 783 AD, it took almost 130 years to compile and 
contains all forms of Japanese poetry except Haiku. It consists of twenty volumes, 
containing 4,536 poems composed over the course of 400 years; there are 4,207 Tonka, 
265 Choka, 62 Sedoka (which are pairs of Henka), one Bussoku-Sekika, and one Renga. 
Most of the poems discussed in this study are included in this collection. 
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The next significant book of Japanese poetry was compiled in 904 AD, called 
Kokin Waka-sha (The collection of ancient and modern Japanese poetry). It contained 
only five Choka and four Sedoka out of the 1,111 poems compiled in its twenty volumes. 
The fact that the others are all Tanka, shows that Tonka had become the dominant form in 
Japanese poetry. Until Haiku appeared and gained popularity in the late seventeenth 
century, Tanka remained the most significant genre in Japanese literature and culture. 
During the time between the two books of poetry, Choka, a long poem form, had 
quickly lost its significance, and it required a Tanka to summarize the content of the 
Choka. If the Choka could be described by a 31-syllable Tanka, there would be no need 
for the longer poem. 
It is essential to discuss the characteristic of Japanese language in relations to 
Choka and Tanka. The Japanese language is composed of a specific number of sounds 
which can be pronounced. There are 46 Japanese characters, and they create 103 
phonemes. The Japanese language uses five vowels: a, i. u, e, o. Each phoneme can 
be preceded by one or two consonants and must be followed by a vowel. Each vowel 
itself can be used as a phoneme, too. Thus, in Japanese, each phoneme is considered 
one syllable. Since each syllable is followed by a vowel, it creates the regular sound 
patterns in the language. There are no rhymes, no consonant clusters, or no strong 
accents. Because of the limitation of pronunciation, many words with the same sounds 
have several different meanings. For example, the word "KamF can mean the God, hair, 
paper or upper. These characteristics lend the Choka a certain monotony, and is one of 
the reasons Choka vanished. 
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Since homonyms must have at least two meanings, Tonka can describe things 
beyond the actual words despite the short length of the poem. This compactness and 
ambiguity lies at the core of Tonka, a feature that accounts for its continued popularity in 
Japan. 
The compactness and double meanings of words in Tonka make it difficult to 
translate these poems, something that will be discussed later in this chapter. While 
Tonka emerged as a significant genre in the context of the emperor's court, Haiku 
appeared much later in the late seventeenth century. The biggest difference between 
Tonka and Haiku is that Haiku was developed by the common people. Haiku was 
established to explain admiring feelings of daily life, and thus, it became even shorter 
than Tanka. It requires 17 syllables, and it can be more direct than Tonka. Thus, 
Haiku does not require interpretation of the double meanings contained in each word. 
As a literary form, Haiku can be more easily adopted by Westerners and its 
concept is far more approachable. However, it is not surprising that Tanka attracted 
more scholarly attention in Europe and in US in the early twentieth century because of its 
mysteriousness which was enhanced by die fact that Tanka was more complex formally 
and more importantly that it was a courtly genre. 
Structure and Interpretation 
Most poems discussed in this study are Tanka from the book of Man'yOsha. At 
the time this book was written, standardized rules of poetry had not yet been established 
as we can see when examining the poetry contained in the subsequent book of Kokin 
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Waka-sha. However, some fundamental elements are already found in Man 'yOsha 
which became more sophisticated later as Tanka emerged as the most significant genre of 
Japanese literature. 
Because of the characteristic of the Japanese language, 31 syllables means there 
are 31 phonemes, and 31 phonemes means that it requires 31 Japanese characters to 
describe the pronunciation. Therefore, Tanka is described in Japan as "the thought in 31 
characters." Tanka is formed in five lines and consists of the following number of 
syllables in their respective order: 5,7,5,7,7. These five lines can be divided into two 
sections: three lines (5,7,5) and two lines (7,7). Here is an example of Tanka from 
Man'yOsha: 
1. Wilier aoyamao (5) 
2. (cfc 31 c?<5 < ttf)) yo ko gi ru ku mo no (7) 
3. L-?> <C ) ichishiroku (5) 
4. LT) ware toe ma shite (7) 
5. At^£p (b (T> tlCtb hi to ni shi ranuna (7) 
Lady Otomo Sakanoue (Volume 4, No. 688) 
The first part is written with Chinese characters, which indicates the meanings of words. 
Since many words are homonyms, Chinese characters help to clarify the precise meaning 
of each word. The Japanese characters, written in parentheses, indicate how to 
pronounce the Chinese characters. There are five Japanese characters in the first line 
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which indicates that there are five phonemes (syllables). Next to the Japanese 
characters in italics are the pronunciations of those characters indicated in the Roman 
alphabets. 
When discussing the translation of Japanese into English or any other Western 
language, an understanding of the Chinese characters is also required. The following is 
a literal line-by-line translation: 
l. Over the verdant mountains 
2. the clouds cross 
3 .  V ^ L 5 <  ( V ^ L 6 < )  clearly (so apparently) 
4. tf ( f r t l  k  V X )  by smiling at me 
5. (t>£ K L do not let men find out 
The poetic translation would be: 
Do not let men find out 
by smiling at me so apparently, 
like the clouds that clearly cross 
over the verdant mountains.1 
In Tonka, the skill of the poet is measured by her ability to describe scenery in 
order to express feelings or thoughts. The scenery is used as a metaphor. In this poem, 
the first three lines of the original, "like the clouds that clearly cross over the verdant 
1 Masayuki Miyata, Makoto Ooka, Ian Hideo Lavy, and Donald Keene, Love Songs from the Man 'ydsha 
(New York: Kodansha International, 2000), 53. 
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mountains," are employed as a prelude to introduce the gesture "by smiling" in the fourth 
line (the order is reversed in the English translation).2 The third line of the poem, 
"clearly (so apparently)," is modifying "the cloud crossing over the verdant mountains," 
as well as "by smiling at me." Thus, this poem is interpreted from the perspective of a 
woman (since the poet is a woman) who is telling her lover not to reveal their relationship 
by clearly smiling at her, like the clear clouds over the verdant mountains. It requires a 
certain imagination to interpret this poem, but the metaphor used is quite obvious. 
Most Tonka's collected in Man'ydsha are rather direct in terms of interpretation 
when compared to those collected in the later book, Kokin Waka-shQ. In Kokin 
Waka-shu, the use of double meanings becomes more important, and metaphors using 
scenery are more complicated. Here is an example of Tonka from Kokin Waka-shu: 
1. ka su mi ta chi (5) 
2. (ZL(Dtf)i>li'£Z)(D) ko no me mo ha ru no (7) 
3. yu kifu re ba (5) 
4. (££&&# c* £&) ha na na ki sa to mo (7) 
5. *9 it <5 9 I f  & )  h a  n a  z o  c h i  r i  k e  r u  ( 1 )  
Tsurayuki Ki 
The poetic (and literal) translation would be: 
1. With the spreading mists 
2. The tree buds swell (in early spring) 
2 Ibid. 
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3. And wet snow petals fall 
4. So even my flowerless country village 
5. Already lies beneath its fallen flowers.3 
There is little use of complicated metaphor in this poem, but what is important to 
notice is the double meaning in the use of the word ha ru in the second line. The second 
line can be simply translated as "the tree buds swell." However, since the word haru 
can either mean swell or spring. and the mention of flowers in the next two lines, one is 
immediately reminded of spring. 
The following offers another example of double meanings and metaphors by the 
same poet: 
1. (oO <(£<£>) tsu no ku ni no (5) 
na ni wanoa shi no (7) 
3. (#> (31) me mo ha ru ni (5) 
4 .  L l~f c ? (  L i~f cF shi ge ki wa ga ko i(7) 
5. (T> b Is <5 b #>J^>) hi to shi ru ra me ya (7) 
By Tsurayuki Ki 
The literal translation would be: 
1. In the countiy of Tsu, 
2. near Naniwa, reeds' 
3. buds swell 
3 Robert H. Brower, Japanese Court Poetry (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1961), 13. 
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4. My growing love 
5.1 wonder she would know.4 
In this poem, the part of double meaning is the whole third line, me mo ha ru. In 
the previous example, the double meaning was contained in just one word, haru 
(swell/spring). In this example, it would be two words: memo, haru. It would mean 
"buds swell" at first, but beyond that, it would also mean "obvious to eyes," which 
describes "my growing love" in the fourth line and as well as "swelling buds." Thus, 
this poem can be interpreted as "I wonder if she would already acknowledge my 
obviously (to anyone's eyes) growing love, like the growing (swelling) reed burs near 
Naniwa in the country of Tsu." Since reeds grow quickly and obviously to your eyes, it 
is used as a metaphor for his love which also grows fast inside of him. 
Given the complexity of these techniques it becomes clear how difficult it is to 
produce a faithful translation. It is often the case that translations of this poetry are far 
from "compact." In a later chapter, I will discuss poems used in art songs, their 
translations, and how composers approach the interpretation of these poems. 
As discussed above, Haiku appeared much later in the history of Japanese poetry. 
Haiku consists of 17 syllables. It is formed of three lines, and consists of the following 
number of syllables: 5,7,5. Since it is much shorter than Tanka, it requires the 
different rules in order to create a more compact form. In Haiku, a seasonal word must 
be included in the poem. There are absolutely no feelings or thoughts described. The 
poem is only about nature, or scenery observed by the poet. Haiku is a popular form, 
and thus, it is preferred to remain less complex. Here is an example of Haiku to 
4 All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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illustrate the difference between Haiku and Tonka. 
1. Juruikeya{5) 
2. M 1/CL if h TfZ. tf) ka wa zu to bi ko mu {7) 
3. 7R<£>iif h.) mizunooto(5) 
By Basho Matsuo 
The translation is: 
1. The old pond; 
2. A frog jumps in-
3. The sound of water.5 
The seasonal word in this poem is "a frog (kawazu)," and it represents the spring. 
As is evident, the poem is straightforward, and requires less interpretation. However, 
describing such a vivid image in a brief poem requires certain skills, and that brevity 
attracts poets as well as readers. Creating Haiku still remains as a common practice 
among the Japanese people, while Tanka is preserved as a social custom within the 
Japanese court. 
5 J. Thomas Rimer, and Robert E. Morrel, Guide to Japanese poetry (Boston: G. K. Hall and Co., 1975), 
14. 
17 
Chapter 2 
Orientalism In Western Music 
Orientalism 
The word Orientalism has been used in many ways. It commonly refers to 
nineteenth-century art which has been influenced by Oriental subjects in the nineteenth 
century (in this context, the Orient means North Africa and the Middle East).1 However, 
Edward Said, a Palestinian-American scholar, defined the term Orientalism in a wider 
sense in his book Orientalism (1978).2 He regarded Orientalism not only in terms of the 
Oriental aspects found in Western art, but also as an ideological concept, prevalent in its 
culture as well as in its politics. In his view, Orientalism is closely related to the history 
of colonization by Western countries; the Orient was often referred to by persons from 
those Western countries as a barbarous and dissimilar world compared to the West. Thus, 
the Orient has changed over the course of history, from defining the geographical area, to 
describing nearly any non-Western place. When we discuss the influence of Orientalism 
in music, it is essential to recognize that music can serve a means for understanding how 
people perceived the Orient at that time, including both what they found interesting, as 
well as what they feared. 
1 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in Art," in Orientalism-History, theory and. the arts (New York: 
Manchester University Press, 1995), 43. 
2 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books Edition, 1994). 
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Orientalism in Mlisic 
Defining Orientalism in music is by no means a straightforward matter. Whereas 
it is commonly understood as referring to music that incorporates "Oriental" elements, 
this still leaves opens the question as to what precisely this suggests. On the most basic 
level, such elements differ from composition to composition, depending on when and in 
what kind of circumstances a given work was composed. 
Later in the nineteenth century, composers had already begun to acknowledge the 
influence of folk music in Europe such as the Scottish Ecossaise, Spanish Bolero, Italian 
Tarantella, Polish Mazurka and Polonaise, and the Hungarian Csardas.3 As the 
influences of folk music became more common, foreign influences (including oriental 
influences) were increasingly perceived as being exotic. Orientalism had thus become a 
synonym for exoticism, referring specifically to the influences from Middle East and 
Asia (known as the 'Far East').4 For this reason, studying pieces with so-called Oriental 
elements chronologically can highlight the influence of Orientalism in Western music. 
Since the sixteenth century, there has been evidence of two primary locations 
which the Europeans have associated with the Orient: the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) and 
the Moorish lands (Spain and North Africa). Musicians from the Ottoman Empire were 
in Venice around that time, and had a considerable influence on many Venetian 
3 Ralph P. Locke, Exoticism, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com .ezproxy.bu.edu/subscribei7articIe/grove/music/45644 (accessed 
January 20,2012). 
4 Ralph P. Locke, Orientalism, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/40604 (accessed 
January 20,2012). 
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composers.5 
Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757) was an Italian composer who served the 
Portuguese and later the Spanish court. He composed 555 keyboard sonatas after he 
moved to Portugal, then Spain. There are notable influences of Spanish or Iberian folk 
music in rhythms and melodies in many sonatas. Strong dance-like rhythm appears in 
sonatas such as K.159 in C Major, or K.525 in F Major. A guitar-like motif is present in 
sonatas such as K.99 in c minor, and repeated notes remind the listener of the sound of 
castanets in sonatas such as K.455 in G Major. These are just a few examples from his 
sonatas, but it does not take much effort to discover many more Spanish and Iberian 
influences in these works. Since the Iberian Peninsula had been occupied by Moorish 
people, there was already some Moorish influence in Iberian folk music which Scarlatti 
adopted in his sonatas. 
The Oriental influences of the time were found not only in music but also in 
theatre. German-born English composer George Frideric Handel (1685-1759) wrote 
many operas during his life. Some were based on stories of kings, queens or masters in 
Egypt, Persia, or Ottoman Empire. One of his most well-known operas is Giulio Cesare 
(1724) based on the story of Julius Caesar's invasion of Egypt in 47 BC and his 
relationship with Cleopatra, the last ruler of Ancient Egypt. 
The opera-ballet form, which is an opera containing ballet in an act, was 
cultivated as a new genre in the French lyric theatre during the late seventeenth century 
5 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in music," in Orientalism-History, theory and the arts, 141. 
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and remained popular until the second half of the eighteenth century.6 An opera-ballet 
consists of a prologue and three or four acts, with each act being a single-act opera. Jean-
Philippe Rameau (1683-1764) wrote the opdra-ballet Les Indes Galantes in 1735. 
Although Indes (India) is used as a title, this Indes does not refer to the area known as 
current-day India. In Rameau's time, this term referred to any non-European country; the 
acts of this work are titled as Turkey, Peru, Persia, and North America. 
The influence of the Ottoman Empire remained dominant into the late eighteenth 
century, and elements of Turkish music could be easily found in the work of major 
composers. Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) used Turkish-influenced trumpet motives 
and percussion in the end of the Allegretto movement and Finale of his Military 
Symphony No.100 (1794). Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) composed the 
Turkish March as the third movement of his Piano sonata, K.331 (1783) and his Violin 
Concerto, K.219, No.5 (1775). Following these composers, Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) composed his Turkish March as the fifth movement of his incidental music 
The Ruins of Athens (Op.l 13) in 1812. Although this piece is not often played, the 
Turkish March remains well-known, and was later arranged for solo piano. Beethoven 
used the Turkish march also in the fourth movement of his Third Symphony Eroica 
Op.55 (1804), as well as in his Ninth Symphony Op.125 (1824). 
Mozart's opera Die Entjuhrung aus dem Serail (The Abduction from the Seraglio) 
K.384 in 1782 is based on an 'abduction story' which was a common theme in opera at 
6 James R. Anthony, Op^ra-ballet, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.aMn.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/20378 (accessed 
January 20,2012). 
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that time. The story tells of a European girl who is abducted and sold in order to be a part 
of a Turkish sultan's harem, but is rescued by her European lover. Turkey had been 
treated as a cruel and barbarous place in this kind of story, which raised the level of 
interest on the part of the late eighteenth century public, but also further supported the 
general fear associated with Turkey. Mozart's final opera, Die Zauberflote (Magic Flute) 
K.620, was also based on a similar abduction theme, although this opera was set in Egypt. 
However, Die Zauberflote is more often discussed with regard to its relationship with 
Freemasonry, despite its Oriental setting. 
In the early nineteenth century, two important Italian composers moved to Paris to 
enhance and promote their musical careers. Gioachino Rossini (1792-1868) produced 39 
operas between 1810 and 1829, with approximately 13 of them being based on stories set 
in the world of the Eastern Mediterranean.7 The Italian Girl in Algiers, composed in 
1813, was one of these operas. Although Rossini moved to Paris in 1824, he had stopped 
composing operas in 1829. Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842), on the other hand, moved to 
France in 1788, and remained active in producing compositions and teaching throughout 
his life. He composed the opera Ali Baba in 1834, which is a story based on The Arabian 
Nights, also known as the Thousand and One Nights. The Arabian Nights was first 
translated into French in the early eighteenth century, and was then disseminated 
throughout Europe. 
Early Romantic composers in Germany, Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1926) and 
Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864), both composed an opera entitled Abu Hassan in 1810, 
7 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in music," 147. 
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based on a tale from The Arabian Nights. Interestingly, they both had the same teacher, 
George Joseph Vogler (1749-1814), who had traveled in North Africa and Middle East as 
a priest and collected folk tunes. It is no wonder that his experiences had a great 
influence on them. Weber also composed incidental music for the play Turandot in 1809 
prior to writing Abu Hassan. This is the first known piece in which a composer used a 
Chinese folk tune, an Asian influence, in the course of a composition. The play Turandot 
is based on 'the story of Prince Calaf and a Chinese Princess' from the Persian book The 
Thousand and One Days. Although Turcm referred to the region of Central Asia, 
Turandot (The daughter of Turan) was regarded as a Chinese princess in the book, and 
that inspired the composer. Weber adopted the Chinese song in his composition, which 
he found in the music dictionary written by Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778). This 
theme was used later as the main theme of the second movement of Hindemith's 
Symphonic Metamorphosis of Themes by Carl Maria von Weber. 
The French composer, Felicien David (1810-1876), was another composer who 
traveled to the Middle East, living in Egypt during his mission with the St. Simonian 
movement. After his return to Paris in 1936, he published Melodies Orientates, piano 
pieces in seven books based on melodies he collected during his stay, but they failed to 
attract much attention at the time. This changed dramatically after he composed La 
desert in 1844, an ode-symphonie, which was widely considered novel. Each movement 
contains many scenes, describing a desert storm, a prayer to Allah, a caravan, and a 
muezzin's call.8 This work had a profound influence on many French composers, 
8 Hugh Macdonald, Felicien David, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
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including Gounod, Bizet, Delibes, Saint-Saens, Roussel, and Messiaen. 
Many French composers remained interested in discovering, adopting and 
modifying oriental elements in their compositions throughout the rest of the nineteenth 
century and into the twentieth century. A contemporary of David, Hector Berlioz (1803-
1869), did not include many oriental melodies in his music, although he borrowed 
oriental subjects for his cantatas. Unlike David, he did not travel to Africa or the East, 
but Berlioz gained ideas and inspiration from reading travel books. One famous work, La 
Mort de Cleopatre (1829), was a piece that Berlioz submitted when applying for the Prix 
de Rome (he did not win with this piece). 
Georges Bizet (1838-1875) is perhaps most well-known for his Spanish/Gypsy 
influenced opera, (1874). In 1866, prior to composing Carmen, he wrote the song, 
Adieux de VHotesse Arabe (Farewell of the Arabian Hostess). The poem of this song was 
selected from a collection of poems entitled Les Orientales (1829) written by Victor 
Hugo (1802-1885). Bizet's constant use of motives containing the interval of an 
augmented second was quite significant creating exotic sounds throughout this song. 
Bizet later adopted similar motives in his opera, Carmen. Although Carmen did not 
attain immediate success at the time of its premiere, the opera became famous after his 
death, owing in large part to its exotic character and music. 
Jules Massenet (1842-1912) and Leo Delibes (1836-1891) both composed operas 
containing stories that were related to India; Le Roi de Lahore (1877, Massenet), and 
Lakme (1883, Delibes). 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article.grove/music/40038 (accessed 
February 1,2012). 
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Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921) composed music constantly throughout his long 
life. Although he lived into the early twentieth century, his style remained conservative. 
A few of his pieces contained oriental influences, such as La Princesse Jaune (1872), 
Samson et Dalila (1877), Suite Algerienne (1880), Africa (1891), and Piano Concert No5 
"Egyptian" (1896). Saint-Saens' one-act comic opera, La Princesse Jaune was the first 
Japanese influenced opera in Europe. As Japan was a relatively 'new' country for the 
Europeans at that time, Japanese culture had rapidly become one of the main sources of 
Exoticism for western composers. 
A pupil of Saint-Saens, Andrd Messager (1853-1929) wrote his opera Madame 
Chrisantheme (1893) based on Pierre Loti's novel written in 1887. This novel was about 
the author's experience as a visitor in Japan, and it became the basis of the American 
novel Madame Butterfly (1898) by John Luther Long, upon which Giacomo Puccini 
(1858-1924) based his famous opera in 1904. Messager used the motif from the Japanese 
folk tune Sakura (cherry blossom) in this opera. 
An opera containing Japanese-motifs was also produced in England. The Mikado 
(1885) was an operetta composed by Arthur Sullivan (1842-1900). He adopted the 
Japanese military march Ton-yare Bushi when chorus sings 4Miya Soma.' This was the 
first opera in which an actual Japanese melody appeared. 
In Italy, Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901) composed Aida (1871) at the request of an 
Egyptian theatre. Although the story is about lovers from Egypt and Ethiopia, Verdi did 
not include extensive use of oriental elements in this music. He originally wanted to use 
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Egyptian flute, but discovered that it was ineffective.9 The instrument was too old and its 
sound was not what Verdi expected. Instead, he created the 'Aida Trumpet' which is a 
trumpet with a longer tube to play 'Egyptian fanfares' in his opera. 
Prior to the Russian Five, Mikhail Glinka (1804-1857) sought to include 'Russian 
styles' in his music. He traveled to many countries, and collected various Russian, 
Oriental, and exotic folk tunes. The Russian Empire included Central Asia; 
geographically it bordered with the Ottoman Empire, as well as Persian countries. Thus, 
some elements typically referred to as 'Oriental' were technically Russian folk tunes, and 
as a result, the distinction between the two is rather vague. 
Glinka became an epoch-making composer among Russian composers because of 
his opera Ruslan I Lyudmila (1837-42). As with his previous work, this opera was also 
written in Russian, and used Russian as well as Oriental folk tunes in its music. This 
opera was later considered as the basis for Russian opera in general. Glinka also used 
inventive musical ideas such as whole-tone scales, and two unrelated dominant seventh 
chords linked by common pitches for magical and fantastic moments.10 These elements 
heavily influenced the Russian composers that followed Glinka including the early period 
of Stravinsky. 
One of the Russian Five, Mily Balakirev (1837-1910) is known for his piano 
piece, Islamey: Oriental Fantasy (1869), which contains two musical themes from 
Russian folk tunes. The first theme is based on a folk tune from the Caucasus, and the 
9 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in music," 155. 
10 Stuart Campbell, Mikhail Glinka, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline .com .ezproxy .bu .edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11279 (accessed 
February 3,2012). 
second theme is based on a love song from the Crimean Tatars. These locations were, at 
the time, a part of the Russian Empire, but they were perceived as being more 'Oriental' 
because of the foreign influence in those areas. 
Two of the other Russian Five composers, Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908) 
and Alexander Borodin (1833-1887) composed their pieces after this piece. Influenced 
by Islamey, Rimsky-Korsakov composed his symphonic suite Scheherazade (1888). 
Scheherazade is the main character of The Arabian Nights. Borodin used a part of 
Islamey in his unfinished opera Prince Igor (finished in 1890 by Rimsky-Korsakov and 
Aleksadr Glazunov 1865-1936). Tatars, referring to Muslims in Russia, were treated as 
enemies in this opera story. 
In France, Claude Debussy (1862-1918) was the first composer to incorporate 
Gamelan music in his compositions after hearing this music at the Paris International 
Exposition in 1889. He used the pentatonic scale, the whole-tone scale, as well as church 
modes in his music, to create oriental and exotic sounds and atmosphere. Although 
Debussy adopted many kinds of oriental and exotic motives, his intention was to seek a 
French style. His piano piece, Estampes (1903), consists of three movements; Pagodes, 
Soiree dans Grenade, and Jardins sous la pluie. In Pagodes, there is slight influence of 
Gamelan music, and he used a pentatonic scale to create an Asian atmosphere. On the 
other hand, he described the evening in Granada, Spain, in La soiree dans Grenade. 
Spain remained strongly as an exotic place. Debussy used a guitar-like strumming and a 
Habanera rhythm to create a Spanish atmosphere. After describing Oriental and exotic 
sceneries, Debussy returned to France. In Jardins sous la pluie, he describes a French 
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garden under the rain, using French nursery songs.11 
Debussy was often considered an Asian-influenced composer, yet he hardly used 
any actual folk tunes in his music, but used exotic scales or rhythms. He was more 
focused on the creation of an atmosphere, and unlike the other composers, he was not 
obviously influenced by specific non-Western elements. 
Contemporaries of Debussy remained interested in adopting Oriental poems, 
novels, and melodies in their music. In particular, it became more popular to use oriental 
poems and novels for vocal music, since they had been translated into the European 
languages more often than before. 
Albert Roussel (1869-1937) composed three sets of Deux Poemes Chinois Op. 12 
(1907), Op.35 (1927), and Op.47 (1934) for voice and piano. Whether he used Chinese-
influenced melodies or not, he was more concentrated on musical depictions of the poetry. 
Roussel joined the Navy before he decided to become a musician, and as a marine officer, 
he traveled to India and China. He wrote a two-act op^ra-ballet (which was the popular 
form in France from the late seventeenth century until the early eighteenth century, a 
combined form of opera and ballet) Padmabati Op.18 (1913-18), which was based on the 
stories he had heard about a Hindu legend.12 
In the early twentieth century, in addition to Oriental (Asia and Middle Eastern) 
and exotic (Spanish and Gypsy) influences, American jazz also became the part of non-
Western influences. Roussel composed a song Jazz dans la nuit Op.38 (1928). Although 
11 Paul Robert, "Poetry, Painting and Music," in Claude Debussy (New York: Phaidon Press Limited, 2008), 
160-1. 
12 Nicole Labelle, Albert Roussel, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www .oxfordmusiconline .com .ezproxy .bu .edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/23971 (accessed 
February 5,2012). 
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it did not contain many jazzy elements, he tried to create the song with his own 
imagination of Jazz music. 
Maurice Ravel (1875-1937) is well known for the Spanish elements that can be 
heard throughout his pieces. His mother was from the region of Spain called Vascos, 
and for Ravel, collecting and importing Spanish elements was a way for him to seek his 
origins. His known Spanish influenced pieces are; Rhapsodie espagnole (1907-08), 
comic opera L'heure espagnole (1907), and Bolero (1928). 
Ravel was also interested in the Eastern and Oriental elements. He composed the 
Overture Sheherazade (1898), Song cycle Sheherazade (1903), Two Melodies 
hebraisques (1914), and Chanson madecases (1925-26). Frequently used as a title by 
many composers, Sheherazade from The Arabian Nights was obviously a representative 
of Oriental motif. Ravel first composed an overture, and later a song cycle. His song 
cycle contains three songs, of which the first song is entitled Asie. In the text, the author 
describes his desire to visit Asia, which was described as Persia, India, and China. These 
places are treated as one large Asia, and as examples of 'The Orient.' Ravel used an 
Asian melody, along with Persian percussive rhythm to describe scenes, successfully 
creating exotic, Oriental-inflected music. 
Like Roussel, Ravel composed jazz-influenced pieces after he traveled to the U.S. 
in 1928. The second movement of his Violin Sonata (1922-27) is Blues, which clearly 
imitates Blues. Jazz elements can be found in his two piano concertos (for left hand, 
1930, and in G Major, 1931). 
Ravel's pupil, Maurice Delage (1879-1961) often traveled to India and Japan 
throughout his life and those experiences naturally led him to include Asian influences in 
his music. He was exposed to folk music in those countries, and his compositions 
attempt to recreate these sounds by using Western musical instruments.13 His Oriental-
influenced compositions are all vocal works such as Quatre poimes hindous (1912-13), 
Ragamalika (1912-14), Sept hai-kais (1923), and In morte di un Samurai (1950). These 
pieces are accompanied either by a small chamber ensemble, an orchestra, or 'prepared 
piano.' Quatrepoemes hindous and Ragamalika were influenced by Hindu music. 
Ragamalika became the first European piece to require a 'prepared piano' in order to 
create an Indian drum sound. 
The latter of Delage's pieces were influenced by Japan. In Sept hai-kais, he used 
a translated version of a Japanese poem for the first song, Preface du Kokinshiou, 
(although, not from an actual Haiku), while others had been poems written with Haiku 
style, although not direct translations from Japanese poems. Poets for these poems are 
listed as anonymous except for the third song. The third song, Le coq, is by the French 
poet George Sabiron who wrote Haiku style poems in the early twentieth century.14 In 
morte di un Samurai was set to a poem written by an Italian who was inspired by the 
story about a general hanged after a war. Therefore, this work was not dependent upon a 
translated Japanese poem. 
Delage had encountered Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) in Paris and made a great 
13 Jann Pasler, Maurice Delage, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www .oxfordmuiconline .com .ezproxy .bu .edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/07432 (accessed 
February 10,2012). 
14 Bertrand Agostini, "The Development of French Haiku in the First Half of the 20th Century: Historical 
Perspectives," Modern Haiku 32, no.2 (Summer 2001), under "Modern Haiku essays," 
http://www.modernhaiku.org/essays/frenchhaiku.html (accessed February 15,2012). 
impression on the Russian composer with his first-hand knowledge of Asia. His work, 
Quatre poemes hindous, was premiered in the same concert as Stravinsky's Three 
Japanese Lyrics (1913).15 Stravinsky originally set Russian translations of Japanese 
poems for this song cycle. A French version of the texts was then produced by Maurice 
Delage. 
Born in Bohemia, Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) sought his own style of composing, 
and attempted to include the influences from many regions where he traveled and lived 
throughout his life. His compositions reveal the influence of German Romantic music, 
especially works by Wagner, yet also include aspects of Eastern European folk music. 
Additionally, he used the pentatonic scale to create striking effects in his music. 
Mahler discovered the collection of poems, The Chinese Flute, in 1907, and used 
its texts in the composition of his last song cycle, Das Lied von der Erde, in 1908. The 
Chinese Flute was written by Hans Bethge based on French translations of Chinese 
poems by Le Marquis d'Hervey de Saint-Denys and Jurith Gautier. However, they are 
not literal or scholarly translations from Chinese, and Bethge himself called them 
'paraphrase poems.'16 The poems were modified in order for Western readers to better 
understand the context, spirit, or style of the work. Mahler chose them because of their 
concepts describing his own mental stage at that time, and not necessarily because they 
were Chinese. He also modified the text of poems from Bethge's, and combined two 
poems into one song. Thus, unlike the other composers' pieces, Das Lied von der Erde 
offers little evidence of Mahler's interest in the Orient. 
15 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in music," 160. 
16 Stephen E. Hefling, Das Lied von der Erde (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 36-7. 
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Mahler's pupil, Alexander Zemlinsky (1871-1942) followed in his footsteps, and 
composed a song cycle based on Asian poems. His Lyric Symphony Op.18 (1922-23) is 
labeled a symphony, but like Maher's Das Lied von der Erde, it is actually a song cycle 
for voice and orchestra. Zemlinsky used German translations of English poems by a 
Bengali poet, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), and chose only love poems written from 
the perspective of two lovers for his work. Therefore, this piece requires a female and a 
male singer, in contrast to Mahler's work in which all movements are sung by a lone 
male singer. 
Zemlinsky's contemporary, Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) took a different path, 
and created twelve-tone music. This technique quickly spread in Europe and as a result, 
Oriental or exotic influences diminished among other Austrian composers. 
Richard Strauss (1864-1951) composed over 150 songs throughout his life, and, 
in keeping with trends from the early twentieth century, he composed Gesange des 
Orients Op.77 (1928), which was based on Persian and Chinese poems. They were 
German translations by Hans Bethge. Four songs were from his translations of Persian 
poems Hafiz, and one song was from The Chinese Flute. However, aside from this song 
cycle, Strauss' work did not show strong Oriental or exotic influences. 
Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924) wrote two Oriental-influenced operas; Madama 
Butterfly (1901-03, premiered in 1904) and Turandot (1920-24 unfinished). Madama 
Butterfly, as mentioned above, is based on the short story written by an American writer, 
John Luther Long, in 1898. Puccini became familiar with this story when he saw the play 
Madame Butterfly by David Belasco in 1900 in London. He claimed that he was not an 
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Oriental-influenced composer, but he was struck by this tale and decided instantly to 
compose an opera based on this story. Puccini then researched the appropriate music and 
effects to create a rather 'authentic' atmosphere for his piece. He even contacted the 
Japanese embassy in Italy to gain knowledge about Japanese culture. He used seven 
Japanese folk tunes in Madama Butterfly. 
Puccini's last opera, Turandot, is Chinese-influenced. The story is from The 
Arabian Nights, but Turandot is regaled as a Chinese princess in this story. As with other 
composers, such as Weber, who generated music for this story, Puccini used Chinese 
tunes which he collected by himself, and used pentatonic scales to create an Oriental 
atmosphere. He even created new characters to make the opera more dramatic. It is 
remarkable that Puccini succeeded in adapting Orientalism with these operas, and yet he 
did not choose them because of their Oriental origins. 
Similar to Parisians, the English people showed an incredible amount of interest 
in Asian culture. Chinese and Japanese poems were translated into English and were set 
to music in the early twentieth century, especially after Orientalist Arthur Waley (1889-
1966) published his translations.17 
Gustav Hoist (1874-1934), well-known for his orchestral suite, The Planets Op32 
(1914-16), was the most significant English composer who exhibited elements of Oriental 
influence in his work. He also used English folk songs in his compositions. He wrote the 
opera Sita Op.23 (1905-06), and S&vitri Op.25 (1908), based on Hindu epics. His passion 
towards Indian culture resulted in him composing, Choral Hymns from Rig Veda (1911-
17 John M. MacKenzie, "Orientalism in music," 161. 
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14), the text of which was translated by Hoist himself. However, it seems the many 
different Oriental elements attracted him. His Oriental Suite 'Beni Mora' Op.29 (1908) 
for orchestra was written after he visited Algeria.18 While composing The Planets, Hoist 
wrote the ballet, Japanese Suite Op33 (1915), at the request of the Japanese dancer, 
Michio Ito. Hoist collected Japanese folk tunes from Ito, and integrated them into this 
suite. After this piece, Hoist's interests seemed to return to England. He composed Six 
Choral Folk Songs Op.36b (1916), and started to use English materials and Latin texts in 
his compositions thereafter. 
The first American Oriental-influenced composer was Charles Griffes (1884-
1920). He studied in Germany and was heavily influenced by German Romanticism in 
his early works. However, he became more of an Impressionist after abandoning the 
German style in 1911.19 After becoming acquainted with a Japanese dancer and a singer 
who had traveled to Japan, he composed a series of Oriental (Asian) influenced pieces in 
1917. He wrote Five Poems of Ancient China and Japan Op.10, a one-act opera of 
Japanese pantomime Sho-jo, and a Japanese folk dance Sakura-Sakura. 
In addition to Japanese influence, Griffes had also shown his interest in other 
Asian elements. He orchestrated his own piano piece The Pleasure-Dome ofKubla Khan 
Op.8 (1917, piano version 1912) which was based on a poem by Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, Kubla Khan. This poem is about a dream the poet had after reading about the 
18 Colin Matthews, Gustav Hoist, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www .oxfordmusiconline ,com.ezproxy .bu .edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13252 (accessed 
February 18,2012). 
19 Donna K. Anderson, Charles Griffes, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www .oxfordmusiconline.com .ezproxy .bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11770 (accessed 
February 18,2012). 
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summer palace of the Mongol ruler and Emperor of China, Kublai Khan. Griffes 
composed a musical impression of Coleridge's poem. Unfortunately, Griffes died at a 
young age, thus, his influence on other composers was minimal. 
As we can see, there is evidence of Oriental influences in the work of many 
composers hailing from various countries. After examining the 'Oriental' influences in 
each piece, it is clear that 'the Orientperceived as any non-Western place, became more 
expansive as Europeans traveled further and discovered 'new' places. 
The early Oriental influences were adopted from Turkey and the Moorish Lands 
(North Africa and Spain). It seems that Turkish influences were eventually absorbed into 
Western music as the Ottoman Empire diminished in power. However, North African 
and Spanish influences remained as the main foreign influences on European music into 
the early twentieth century. While Asian and Persian influences began to appear in the 
nineteenth century, these Oriental influences in music reached their peak in the early 
twentieth century. 
When composers, influenced by Schoenberg, had begun to create new atonal and 
twelve-tone techniques for composition in the early twentieth century, traditional tonality 
and structures of started to disappear. With the birth of modernism in music and the 
decline of nineteenth-century romanticism, the alluring influence of Orientalism as a 
theme diminished. In addition, as travel expanded during the twentieth century and 
knowledge of world cultures became more widespread, the exoticism of Oriental themes 
in music became less and less 'foreign' sounding to westerners. Moreover, in the past 
sixty years, compositional styles have become so diversified, it is nearly impossible to 
determine one overarching stream of influence related to 'Orientalism,' as it was clearly 
defined up until the early twentieth century. 
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Chapter 3 
Japanese Influence on Western Music 
In the nineteenth century, Western music and art were influenced by the 
importation of Japanese artwork to Europe. During this time, it became fashionable, 
especially in Paris, to own Japanese artifacts. Painters began to study and adopt the 
technique of Japanese art, and musicians, likewise inspired, began to bring Japanese 
influence into their compositions. 
Japanese influence in Western music first appeared in opera. Perhaps opera was 
the most approachable way to adopt this 'new' exoticism. The third opera of Camille 
Saint-Saens (1835-1921), La Princesse Jaune, was the first of these operas. It was 
composed in 1872, before Monet's La Japonaise (1876) was painted. This opera offers a 
clear example of how Japan was understood in relation to the European encounter with 
Japanese art. There are only two characters in this opera, Lena (soprano) and Kornelis 
(tenor), and the story is set in the Netherlands. Although Lena is in love with Kornelis, 
he is obsessed with all things Japanese, especially with his portrait of a Japanese girl who 
he calls Ming. After taking a poison, he imagines that he has been transported to the 
fantastic country, Japan. There he talks to Ming about how he is crazy for her. At the 
end he wakes up from his hallucination and realizes that he has been talking to L6na. He 
finally realizes that he is actually in love with Lena. 
When he wrote this opera, Saint-Saens endeavored to compose 'Japanese-style' 
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music as imagined by Western ears.1 However, to my ears the music sounds more like a 
mixture of Chinese and Arabian influenced music. Some Japanese-like texts are used in 
this opera, though they are not in any way translatable. Nevertheless this opera is still 
worth noting since it was written when an understanding of Japanese culture was still 
limited. 
In 1862 London held the Universal Exposition, which showcased Japanese art, 
five years before it was displayed in Paris. However, it wasn't until twenty years later in 
1885 that Arthur Sullivan (1842-1900) composed The Mikado, the first Japanese-
influenced British piece to a libretto by W.S. Gilbert (1836-1911). This two-act operetta 
is set in Japan, but the actual story is not distinctly Japanese. The story could be set in 
any country, yet Gilbert chose Japan as the stage because Japan was a recently-
discovered Oriental country. The characters' names are not even Japanese at all (Nanki-
Poo, Yum-Yum, Ko-Ko, Pitti-Sing, Pooh-Bah, etc.), except for Mikado, "the emperor" in 
Japanese. In this opera, Sullivan adopted the Japanese military march song, Ton-yare 
Bushi. Sullivan used the beginning part of this song when the chorus calls out to Mikado, 
the emperor of Japan. Although the song was not a Japanese folk tune but instead a 
military song composed in 1868, it likely sounded Japanese to Europeans' ears because 
the melody was employs a pentatonic scale. After The Mikado, the Japanese musical 
play became a popular genre in English music halls until the early twentieth century.2 
The most well-known play was The Geisha, composed by Sydney Jones (1861-1946) in 
1 Stephen Studd, "Chapter VI: Patriot," in Saint-Saens, a Critical Biography (Cranbury: Fairleigh 
Dickinson University Presses, 1999), 86-7. 
2 Toshio Watanabe, "England," in Introduction to Japonisme, edited by Japonisme Society (Kyoto: 
Sibunkaku Publisher, 2000), 87. 
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1896. This play was an immediate success around the world, especially in Germany.3 
Even though these kinds of musical plays were popular at the time, they did not survive 
as a major genre. 
In France, a pupil of Saint-Saens, Andre Messager (1853-1929), well-known as an 
orchestrator and a conductor, composed an opera Madame Chrisantheme (1893), over 
twenty years after Saint-Saens' opera, La Princesse Jaune. This opera was based on the 
novel Madame Chrysantheme written by Pierre Loti (1850-1923) in 1887. As a French 
naval officer, Loti stayed in Nagasaki, Japan in the summer of 1885 while his ship was 
being repaired.4 While there Loti married a Japanese girl4Okiku-san' (Madame 
Chrysantheme). His stay in Japan and subsequent marriage led him to experience 
Japanese customs, and he vividly described it in this novel. Unlike La Princess Jaune 
and The Mikado, the opera Madame Chrysantheme offers a more authentic portrayal of 
Japan since the novel was based on the real experience of the author. Messager was the 
first to adopt the Japanese folk tune Sakura (Cherry blossom), which Giacomo Puccini 
(1858-1924) also later used in his famous Madama Butterfly (1904). Though Saint-Saens 
considered Madame Chrysantheme ravishing, it was unfortunately not well-esteemed by 
the public.5 This opera is rarely performed nowadays because it pales in comparison to 
the later work by Puccini which is based on a similar story. 
In Italy, opera became the most important genre for composers after Giuseppe 
Verdi (1813-1901) riveted the public with his operas. The Italian publisher Ricordi also 
3 Andrew Lamb, The Geisha, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/0901878 (accessed 
March 15,2012). 
4 Pierre Loti,Madame Chrysantheme, translated by Laura Ensor (New York: The Modern Library). 
5 Brian Ress, "Collapse and Recovery," in Saint-Saens, A Life (London: Chatto & Windus, 1999), 297. 
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played an important role in discovering operatic composers and encouraging them to 
produce great works. In 1895 Ricordi asked Pietro Mascagni (1863-1945) to compose an 
opera and introduced him to the librettist Luigi Illica (1857-1919).6 Together, they 
produced the first Japanese-influenced Italian opera, Iris, in 1898. Illica was already 
known for a libretto written in collaboration with Giuseppe Giacosa (1847-1906) for 
Puccini's opera Manon Lescaut (1893). Illica approached Mascagni with an idea for a 
libretto on a Japanese subject. Mascagni finally accepted the idea in early 1896 and 
started to study Japanese music.7 It took nearly two years for Mascagni to finish this 
Japanese-influenced opera, Iris. 
Though composer and librettist were both clearly interested in Japan, the 
influence is at best superficial. For example, Mascagni did not use authentic Japanese 
melodies, only "Oriental" motives in the Japanese puppet show of the first act and the 
opening of the second act. Although Illica insisted on writing Japanese-related libretto, 
his interest towards Japan was similar to other Europeans' who admired Japan as a 
mysterious land through Japanese artworks. Besides Iris and her father II Cieco (a blind 
person), Illica named other main characters Kyoto and Osaka after Japanese cities, a poor 
effort on his part to assign authentic Japanese names to his characters. The story begins 
in the village near Mt. Fuji (the most famous mountain in Japan), and later it moves to 
Yoshiwara in Edo. Though the names serve to create a kind of Japanese atmosphere for 
the story, the true context is far from Japanese. Iris is still played occasionally, but not as 
6 Alan Mallach, "New Directions and Iris, 1895-1898," in Pietro Mascagni and his operas (Boston: 
Northeastern University Press, 2002), 105. 
7 Ibid., 112. 
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often as Puccini's Madama Butterfly, and is less interesting due to its lack of exoticism in 
its music, which also seems incompatible with its supposedly exotic Japanese setting. 
After composing his third opera Manort Lescaut in 1893, Puccini again 
collaborated with librettists, Luigi Illica and Giuseppe Giacosa, and produced two 
celebrated operas, La Boheme (1896) and Tosca (1900). Those three operas were well-
received by audiences. Their dramatic stories and tragic endings with romantic and 
colorful music attracted many listeners. Puccini was visiting London for the first 
performance of Tosca in 1900 when he saw a play Madame Butterfly by David Belasco 
(1863-1931).8 This play was based on the short story written by American John Luther 
Long (1861-1927) in 1898, which was actually inspired by Pierre Loti's French Novel 
Madame Chrysantheme. Long never traveled to Japan, but he had help from his sister, 
Jennie Correll who visited Japan with her husband, a missionary. Her stories and 
experience definitely added to the reality of the novel. In Long's short story, Cio-Cio-san 
(Madame Butterfly) marries an American naval officer, Benjamin Franklin Pinkerton in 
Nagasaki. Pinkerton thinks of their marriage as a temporary agreement during his stay in 
Japan. However, Cio-Cio-san believes he will return and waits for him with their child 
after he leaves. When he returns to the U.S., he marries an American. He does not find 
out about his child with Cio-Cio-san until he finally revisits Nagasaki with his wife three 
years later. He and his wife offer to raise the child in the United States. Cio-Cio-san 
obediently accepts the offer, but she kills herself at the end. Belasco's play must have 
instantly caught Puccini's attention especially because of its tragic ending. He asked two 
8 Mary Jane PhilHps-Matz, "Madama Butterfly: 1900-1906," in Puccini: A Biography (Boston: 
Northeastern University Press, 2002), 123. 
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librettists, Illica and Giacosa, to write a libretto for this story immediately after Puccini 
returned to Milan. 
Puccini himself researched about Japan. He contacted the Japanese embassy and 
asked Hisako Oyama, the wife of the Japanese minister for some help learning Japanese 
melodies and culture.9 Puccini tried his best to create an authentic Japanese atmosphere 
in this opera. He used seven Japanese tunes, including a folk tune 'Sakura Sakura' 
(which Messager also used in his opera, Madame Chrysantheme), a military march 'Ton-
yare Bushi' (which Sullivan also used in his opera, The Mikado), the Japanese national 
anthem 1 Kimi-ga-yo' (composed in 1880), and the folk tunes 'Oedo-Nihonbashi,' 'Sui-
ryo Bushi,' 'Ho-nen Bushi,' and 'Echigo-Jishi.' He succeeded in composing an opera 
adopting these tunes, and yet he made them sound not only Oriental but also colorful and 
lyrical. Madama Butterfly premiered in Milan in February, 1904. 
Despite Puccini's effort to create Japanese atmosphere, this opera was not 
welcomed by Italian audiences because of its strong Orientalism. Puccini was 
disappointed, but he soon started to revise the work after the premiere. He continued to 
revise after each performance and was finally satisfied with the sixth revision in 1906.10 
Madama Butterfly still remains the most famous Japanese-influenced opera and is often 
performed. Of all the Japanese-influenced operas it is the most welcomed by Japanese 
people. Puccini definitely succeeded in uniting the East and the West in this opera using 
the appropriate story and music. 
Opera composers used Japanese materials more superficially as foreign effects to 
9 Ibid., 129. 
10 Ibid., 155. 
give an Oriental or exotic color to their story. A Japanese influence on the music of 
Claude Debussy (1862-1918) appeared only in his instrumental music. Debussy was 
introduced to Japanese wood-block prints, Ukiyo-e (pictures of the Floating World) 
around 1890's by his friend and sculptress, Camille Claudel (1864-1943), who was a 
mistress of the sculptor, August Rodin (1840-1917).11 Debussy immediately admired 
them and started to collect many Japanese artworks by himself. He, like the painters who 
were influenced by Japanese wood-block prints, was also influenced by Ukiyo-e directly. 
In Ukiyo-e, objects are drawn clearly with no use of shades. Although they are prints, the 
colorfulness of these prints is remarkable, and Westerners must have been attracted to 
this quality. A main object in Ukiyo-e can be anything in the everyday life; such as 
scenery, nature, general public, or a person. Debussy wanted to create visual scenes with 
his music, and these Ukiyo-e clearly inspired him. It seemed that he was mainly 
influenced by Ukiyo-e of nature or scenery. After the success of his only opera Pelleas et 
Melisande in 1902, his attention came back to writing solo piano music. Debussy, 
inspired by his discovery of Ukiyo-e, composed Estampes (Prints) in 1903. He composed 
this piece in the manner of Japanese print, Ukiyo-e, "the picturesque without 
sentimentality and stylized impressions without cliche."12 He tried to develop his musical 
language to depict colorful and vivid images in this piece. Debussy actually drew 
inspiration from several cultures, and for each movement he drew from a different source. 
He used the pentatonic scale for an Oriental image in the first movement, Pagodes 
(Pagodas), the habanera rhythm for a Spanish image in the second movement, La Soiree 
11 Paul Roberts, Claude Debussy (New York: Phaidon Press Inc., 2008), 93. 
12 Ibid., 161. 
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dans Grenade (the evening in Granada), and French nursery songs for a French image in 
the third movement, Jar dins sous la pluie (Gardens in the rain). Even tonality and fixed 
harmony began to lose their value in his music since notes, scales, and chords became 
tools to create images. After he wrote this piece Debussy continued to often use precise 
and descriptive titles for his compositions and their movements. 
His next piece, La Mer. trois esquisses symphoniques pour orchestre (The Sea: 
three symphonic sketches for orchestra), completed in 1905, is more clearly influenced 
by Japanese prints. Debussy requested that the publisher Durand put an Ukiyo-e 'The 
Hollow of the Wave off Kanagawa," by Hokusai Katsushika, on the front page of the 
score, since this print inspired him to compose this piece. This print was part of 
Debussy's personal collection of Japanese art, and he hung it on the wall of his study.13 
In La Mer Debussy depicted three images of the sea: De I'aube a midi sur la mer (From 
Dawn to Midday on the Sea), Jeux de vagues (The Play of the Waves), and Le dialogue 
du vent et de la mer (The Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea). This piece had an 
important influence on music that followed in the twentieth century. Even though 
Debussy never used an explicitly Japanese melody or motif, he continued to draw 
inspiration from Japanese art, and as he continued to explore ways to capture images with 
music, his style more and more colorful and adventurous. 
The third movement of Images II for piano, Poissons d'or (Golden fish), 
composed in 1907, was inspired by the image of the carp decorated with golden leaf on a 
lacquer box Debussy owned. The fish was so skillfully painted that Debussy felt it was 
13 Ibid., 170. 
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alive. Through the music you can almost hear a fish swimming through the water. Other 
movements of Images I and 11 were not based on a particular Japanese art, yet the 
concepts of Japanese art were well used in both pieces. Debussy's ability to dissolve 
Japanese influence into Western music as a musical language made him unique among 
composers. 
Art songs written on Japanese poems began to appear in the early twentieth 
century, much later than the first Japanese-influenced opera was produced. Japanese 
poems were translated into European languages when they were first introduced to the 
West, with the first translations published in England, 1865, and France, 1871.14 These 
early translations were of ancient poems written roughly between 350 AD and 1200 AD. 
Unfortunately, these poems did not catch musicians' eyes. 
The first art song written on a Japanese ancient poem I encountered was by an 
Austrian composer, Joseph Marx (1882-1964). His song, Japanisches Regenlied 
(Japanese Rainsong) was composed in 1909 on a Choka (a long poem, made with 13 
lines) written by an unknown poet, from Man'yOsha (The Collection of Ten Thousand 
Leaves), the oldest book of Japanese poetry. A German version of this poem was 
published in the book, Dichtergusse aus dem Osten: Japanische Dichtungen (1894), in 
which scholar Karl Florenz (1865-1939) translated Japanese poems from various eras 
into German.15 Florenz was invited to Japan to teach German and German literature at 
14 John Walther De Gruchy, 'The Spirit of Waley in Japanese Poetry," in Orienting Arthur Waley: 
Japonism, Orientalism, and the Creation of Japanese Literature in English (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 2003), 65. 
15 Keiko Hasegawa, "Ein Gedicht fiir die Kompositionen von Kienzl und Marx," in Japanischer Friihling: 
Untersuchungen von Vertonungen japanischer Lyrik in deutschen Nachdichtungen im 20. Jahrhundert 
(Diplomarbeit, Universitat Wien, 2010), 39. 
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the Imperial University of Tokyo in 1888. While there he researched Japanese literature 
and translated many poems and ancient books into German as well as wrote about 
Japanese culture. Dichtergusse aus dem Osten: Japanische Dichtungen (Poetical 
Greetings from the Far East Japanese Poems) was printed on crepe-papers in Japan and 
sold abroad. Each poem was placed with appropriate Ukiyo-e style pictures. 
As a composer, Joseph Marx was best known for his songs. Of his 158 songs 
only one used a Japanese poem. Perhaps Marx encountered this poem through the song 
Endlose Liebe composed by another Austrian composer Wilhelm Kienzl (1857-1941) in 
1895, and not from the book by Florenz directly.16 Marx's compositional style remained 
conservative and romantic throughout his life, and he was very much opposed to any kind 
of avant-garde music such as twelve-tone and atonal music. He was also not considered 
an Asian or Oriental influenced composer. In Japanisches Regenlied, Marx did not adopt 
any Asian-influenced sounds. He probably chose this poem because of its content, not 
because it was Japanese. Marx carefully painted the poem with the accompaniment in 
the manner of Western art song writing. That he failed to incorporate other Japanese 
elements into this song makes it clear that he did not particularly value Japanese culture. 
Following Karl Florenz, a fellow German poet Hans Bethge (1876-1946) 
published translations of Japanese ancient poems Japanischer Fruhling (Japanese Spring) 
in 1911. Bethge was known for his countless poetic translations of Oriental classics, 
including works from Chinese, Persian, Arabian, and Turkish cultures. His first book of 
Oriental poems was Die Chinesische Flote (The Chinese Flute), published in 1907. 
16 Ibid., 37. 
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Bethge's translation was not literal or scholarly, as he called the poems Nachdichtungen 
chinesischer Lyrik, 'adaptations of Chinese poetry.' In fact, all translations of his 
Oriental poems were indicated as 'adaptations.' Bethge slightly modified poems from a 
more literal translation in order for Western readers to better understand the context and 
concept of poems. His style of translations attracted many readers, as well as musicians. 
For example, the Chinese Flute caught the attention of Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), who 
composed Das Lied von der Erde (The Song of the Earth) in 1908. Unfortunately, 
Bethge's Japanischer Frtihling was not set to songs often, at least not by well-known 
composers, except for Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) and Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975). 
Stravinsky encountered a Russian translation of Bethge's Japanischer Frtihling 
by A. Brandt in the summer of 1912 around the time he was completing The Rite of 
Spring. He was immediately attracted to these poems just like he was to Japanese 
artworks. He soon began composing Three Japanese Lyrics. While he worked on these 
songs, he intended to find, "the graphic solution of problems of perspective and space" 
shown in Japanese paintings, in music.17 Stravinsky also had a friendship with a French 
composer, Maurice Delage (1879-1961), who had spent some time in India and Japan 
since he was child with his parents. Stories of Delage's experience inspired Stravinsky to 
create rather 'authentic' Japanese pictures through his music. Delage later wrote French 
texts for Three Japanese Lyrics after Stravinsky had finished composing the piece on the 
Russian translations. 
The poems Stravinsky chose from Bethge's book were Tanka (short poems, made 
17 Igor Stravinsky, An Autobiography (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1998),45. 
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with five lines), but instead of using the titles of poems Bethge had given, he titled songs 
with poets' names. Interestingly, Stravinsky chose all spring poems. The first poem was 
from Man'yOshU, and others were from Kokin Waka-shQ (The collection of ancient and 
modern Japanese poetry). Since Stravinsky chose short poems, each song was veiy brief 
like the original Japanese poems. Stravinsky did not use any Asian-influenced materials, 
such as the pentatonic scale, as his intention was not to create Oriental-influenced music. 
In these songs, he successfully created a Japanese atmosphere without using any obvious 
musical effects. This piece utilizes the features that are consistent with his musical 
language of the time including changing meter, and polytonality. 
He first wrote this piece with piano accompaniment and then created instrumental 
accompaniment after he heard a performance of Pierrot lunaire by Arnold Schoenberg 
(1874-1951) in Berlin in December of 1912. Pierrot lunaire requires a flute doubling 
piccolo, a clarinet doubling bass clarinet, a violin doubling viola, a cello, and a piano. 
The instrumentation of Stravinsky's piece is quite similar, requiring two flutes, two 
clarinets, and piano quintet. Stravinsky's instrumentation influenced a contemporary 
French composer, Maurice Ravel (1875-1937), who used the exact same instrumentation 
in his piece, Trois poemes de Mallarme (1913). Stravinsky was hardly categorized as an 
Oriental-influenced composer, yet he successfully evoked Japanese paintings with his 
own creative musical language in his Three Japanese Lyrics. 
Dmitri Shostakovich, another Russian composer who wrote songs on Japanese 
poems in the early twentieth century, worked on Six Romances on Texts by Japanese 
Poets from 1928-1932. Although he used the indication 'Japanese,' three of six songs 
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were not written on Japanese poems. Like Stravinsky, he found poems in the Russian 
translation of Hans Bethge's Japanischer Friihling for the first three songs. The fourth 
song was actually the Russian translation of the English poem, / Plucked Your Flower, by 
an Indian poet, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), who wrote his poems in English. The 
sources of the last two songs are still undetermined, yet they are clearly not Japanese. 
The three Japanese poems Shostakovich chose from Bethge's book are notable for 
their variety. The first poem was part of a long poem from the oldest Japanese history 
book, Kojiki. The second poem was Tonka from Man'yoshu. The third poem's origin 
could not be determined, but Bethge believed that the poem was written sometime in the 
eighteenth century. Shostakovich composed this piece for voice and orchestra and 
arranged it for piano only later. Although he wrote songs throughout his career, this 
piece was his second vocal piece written during his early years. As Shostakovich mixed 
Japanese and Indian poems in this piece, it seems that for him Japan and India were 
interchangeable countries located in somewhere 'Far East.' 
This piece was composed before Shostakovich was under the influence of 
Socialist realism, and therefore it showed some influences from the avant-garde music to 
which he was exposed at that time, including Wozzeck by Alban Berg (1885-1935) which 
was performed in Leningrad in 1927. Despite the fact that Shostakovich mixed Japanese 
poems and non-Japanese poems in this piece, his compositional style was consistent 
throughout six songs. The accompaniment is rather simple in order to allow listeners to 
concentrate on the vocal line. The six songs do not possess a strong key center. The 
meter also varies within each song. The dramatic style of some of the songs makes it 
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clear Shostakovich was not attempting to adapt the spirit of Japanese poetry in his 
compositions. 
Back in France, a number of books of Japanese literature had been published in 
the 1910's.18 The French were especially attracted to Haiku, a brief poem. Hai-Kai, a 
genre of Haiku, became popular reading with the French at this time. They not only 
appreciated the translations of Haiku but also developed their own French Haiku in the 
early twentieth century.19 In 1923 Maurice Delage (1879-1961) composed Sept Hai'-Kai's. 
When Delage helped Stravinsky write Three Japanese Lyrics right after his return from 
Asia in 1912, Stravinsky chose poems of Tanka, but in Sept Hai'-Kai's, Delage chose 
poems written in a Haiku style, except for the first song. The first song, Preface du 
Kokinshiou, used the partial translation of the preface of Kokin Waka-sha. All poems 
were credited anonymously, except for the third song, Le coq, which was credited to 
French poet George Sabiron, who wrote Haiku style poems in the early twentieth 
7 f )  
century. 
The instrumentation of Sept Hai'-Kai's is similar to one of Stravinsky's Three 
Japanese Lyrics. It was originally written for flute, oboe, clarinet, and piano quintet, but 
Delage later revised the piece for full orchestra, and made a piano reduction. 
Keeping in character with their Haiku texts, each song finishes in an instant. It 
takes about five minutes or so to play the entire seven songs. As an Asian-influenced 
composer, Delage made reference to Japanese materials in this piece. However, to my 
18 Shikiko Tsuruzono, "Music," in Introduction to Japonisme, 213. 
19 Bertrand Agostini, "The Development of French Haiku in the Rrst Half of the 20"1 Century: Historical 
PerspectivesModern Haiku 32, no.2 (Summer 2001), under "Modern Haiku essays," 
http://wwwjnodernhaiku.org/essays/frenchhaikuJhtml (accessed February 15,2012). 
20 Ibid. 
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ear, these songs sound more impressionistic than Oriental. The seventh song sounds the 
most Japanese, since it uses the Japanese pentatonic scale. With these pieces Delage 
showcased his style and ability to create vivid musical images, even with the short Haiku 
text and appropriately brief music. 
Italian composer, Francesco Santoliquido (1883-1971) also composed Petits 
poemes japonais in 1919 on French translations of Japanese poems. Santoliquido wrote 
this piece while he was living in Tunisia, where he moved after studying composition in 
Rome and stayed from 1908 until 1921. As a composer, he was influenced by Debussy, 
Strauss, and some Arabic music.21 Santoliquido often wrote poems by himself for his 
Italian songs. As Tunisia was colonized by France during his stay, he must have 
encountered many French people. It is still unknown how he got his hands on Japanese 
poems while in Tunisia, but it must have been from one of the books of Japanese poetry 
written in French. 
Santoliquido chose three poems from Man'yOsha, all of which were about spring. 
While Santoliquido's score credited Akahito with the texts, they were actually written by 
different poets. Santoliquido was aware of the brevity of Japanese poetry and composed 
quite carefully to describe each poem. Although he designated key signatures, they were 
free from tonality and composed in Debussy's style.22 The accompaniment was simple 
throughout three songs. Being in Rome around the time Puccini's Madama Butterfly was 
played, Santoliquido must have known Japanese-influenced music. The first song sounds 
21 Abra K. Bush, The Liriche Da Camera of Francesco Santoliquido (DMA dissertation, The Ohio State 
University, 2003), 8. 
22 E.H.C. Oliphant, "The Songs of Young Italy" The Musical Quarterly 9, no. 2 (April 1923): 202. 
the most Japanese-like. The accompaniment is somewhat reminiscent of Japanese Koto 
music because of the use of Japanese pentatonic scale and the rhythmic patterns. The 
other songs are more descriptive of each poem and sound less Asian. In spite of 
Tunisia's remote location, Santoliquido did quite well to compose these songs. 
Western art songs written on Japanese poems are mostly brief. Unless one was a 
long poem, it would be hard to differentiate between Tonka and Haiku because of the 
difference between Japanese language and European language. Unfortunately, Japanese 
poems did not have much influence on the Western art songs. Most of the songs listed in 
this chapter were not well-known and not often played. 
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Chapter 4 
Japanese Poetry in Western Art Songs 
This chapter offers a detailed consideration of art songs written on Japanese 
poems. My discussion will focus only on songs written on Japanese ancient poems from 
Man'yosha (The Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves), compiled in 783 AD, and Kokin 
Waka-shu (The collection of ancient and modern Japanese poetry), compiled in 904 AD. 
Since composers mostly relied on the words of their chosen Japanese poems, a detailed 
examination of the relationship between the text and the composer's translation of it into 
music is necessary. I will focus mostly on comparing the original Japanese poems with 
their translations, some of which were actually translated from other European languages. 
This study of the words and their meanings as understood by European readers will also 
help to reveal the composers' understanding of his poem. 
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Joseph Marx (1882-1964) 
Japanisches Regenlied (Japanese Rainsong) (1909) 
Wo ich feme des Mikane 
hohen Gipfel ragen seh', 
fallt der Regen endlos nieder, 
nieder endlos fallt der Schnee. 
Far from Mikane, where 
I see a high peak towering, 
the rain endlessly falls, 
endlessly falls the snow. 
Ganz so endlos wie der Regen 
und der Schnee vom Himmel thaut, 
1st auch endlos meine Liebe, 
Seit ich dich zuerst erschaut. 
(German by Karl Florenz) 
Just as endlessly as the rain 
and snow fall from heaven 
my love for you is endless 
since I first saw you. 
(trans, by Gary Arvin) 
This poem is divided in two stanzas. The first four lines illustrate scenery, the last 
four lines describe his feeling towards his lover, "you." 
The poem of this song is a Choka, a long poem, from Man'yOsha. This is the 
3293"* poem from volume thirteen, and the poet is anonymous. Choka consists of seven 
lines or more, and the number of syllables has to be 5,7,5,7,5,7, (repeated ad libitum), 
then 7. 
The original poem is as follows: 
1. L<75<£>) mi yo shi no no (5) 
2. fctf {£) mi kane gatake ni (7) 
3. f!9&< ^ < *?) manakuzo(4) 
4. b b o ) a me wafu ru to i u (8) 
5 . ^ C < j S f ( i : # C < - F )  to ki ji ku zo (5) 
6. <b Vb VN 0 ) yukiwafuru to i u (8) 
7. -?:<£>PIg<7) (^(DfoifytD) so no a me no (5) 
8. Ph1& #  ^b & cF ^  ^1* i:) mana ki ga go to (6) 
9.*€: <£>lf'<£> (•£•<£>$>#<£>) so no yu ki no {5) 
10. Nf C < ^ CL* £: (# C < w b) toki ji ku ga go to (7) 
11. Pf9iyio'h'T (i£ t>^o^>"fa) ma mo o chizu (5) 
12. (fot\fc^zZ. 5 6) a re wa zo ko u ru (7) 
13.^/0siiL#{£ (b ^  i mo ga ta da ka ni (7) 
Some lines consist of fewer or more syllables than 5 or 7, but this is permitted 
occasion. The original poem can also be divided in two stanzas like the German 
translation: line 1-6, and line 7-13. 
The literal translation would be: 
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1. In Yoshino 
2. on the high peak of Mikane 
3. endlessly 
4. it rains 
5. restlessly 
6. it snows 
7. as the rain is 
8. endless 
9. as the snow is 
10. restless 
11. endlessly 
12.1 am in love 
13. with you (a girl) 
The poetic translation would be: 
In Yoshino, on the high peak of Mikane, 
It rains endlessly, 
It snows restlessly. 
As the rain falls endlessly, 
As the snow falls restlessly, 
I am in love with you endlessly.1 
1 All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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When we look at the German translation, there are some additions evident which 
make the poem more understandable to Western readers. In the German translation the 
speaker is actually looking at the mountain 'Mikane,' where the rain and snow fall 
endlessly on the top. However, in the original poem the description is vague, and the 
person's location cannot necessarily be determined from the context. He could be 
standing in front of the mountain, or he could perhaps be telling a story about a mountain 
which he heard from someone else. In the German translation the gender of the speaker 
is not made clear, while the original poem clearly indicates 'you' as 'a girl,' imo (in line 
13). Different words are used to describe 'endless' in Japanese to avoid the repetition of 
words. The impression of the end of German translation is much more dramatic than the 
original poem. In the German translation, the speaker clearly describes that he falls in 
love with her at the first sight. However, in the original poem, he simply states that he is 
in love with her endlessly. 
Marx carefully followed the German translation of this poem when he set it to 
music. The first stanza stays quiet, and there is not much dynamic difference in order to 
describe the sceneiy of a mountain with the rain and snow. 
Figure 4.1 measures 1-5 
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The piano part evokes the rain, then snow in conjunction with the text. 
Figure 4.2 measures 6-10 
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Since the second stanza describes the speaker's feeling, the accompaniment 
becomes much more present. There are more moving chords, and thicker texture than the 
first verse. This section starts with mf, and builds up towards the word 'meine Liebe,' in 
ff. Marx added a 2/4 bar to extend the length for the dramatic word "Liebe," then 
inserted a one eighth note pause before the final line, "since I first saw you," to make this 
line more effective as a climax of this song. 
Figure 4.3 measures 13-25 
gen und der SchneeT-— 
Him . mel taut, anch end - los mei - ne Lie 
j A i  f <  p  r  P  i r  j  
Dich su * erst er - scfcurt. 
TT 
There is no hint of Japanese influence in this song, except the name of the 
mountain, "mikane." It is clear that Marx had no intention to inflect this song with 
Oriental or Japanese influences since there are no related materials evident in music. 
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Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) 
Three Japanese Lyrics (1912-13) 
Stravinsky chose only spring-related poems for each song from the A. Brandt's 
Russian translation of Hans Bethge's Japanischer Friihlirtg. The first song ,Akahito, is 
about the earliest sign of spring. The plum tree flowers usually appear as the first sign of 
spring around mid-January to February when snow still falls. The second song, 
Mazatsumi, is about the actual beginning of the spring as the cracking ice on the river 
begins to break and melt. The third song, Tsaraiuki, is about the midst of spring as 
cherry blossoms bloom to cover the whole mountain. Thus, these three songs describe 
three stages of spring. 
I. Akahito 
H Sejibie ijBeTbi b cany Ja belyje cvety v sadu 
Te6e xoTejia noica3aTb. tebe khotela pokazat'. 
Ho CHer now&i. He pa3o6pan>, No sneg poshjol. Ne razobrat', 
iTje CHer h ine ijBeTbi! gde sneg i gde cvety! 
(Russian by A. EpaHflTa) (Russian by A. Brandt) 
I wanted to show you 
white flowers in the garden. 
But snow started falling, I could not tell 
Which is snow, or which is flowers! 
(trans .by Synthia Sture) 
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German version of this poem: 
Wenn stets der Kirschenbaum so wundervoll 
If the cherry blossom is so wonderful 
Wie jetzt auf alien Hohen bliihen wiirde, 
as now which blossoms everywhere, 
Wir liebten seine schneeige Schonheit dann 
We loved its snowy beauty then 
Nicht so wie jetzt, da nur den Lenz sie ziert. 
Not like now, where only the spring she adorns. 
(German by Hans Bethge) 
The Russian translation of this poem was most likely translated from Hans 
Bethge's German translation. However, the German translation is far from the Russian 
translation. The original poem assumed from the Russian translation is Tanka consists of 
five lines, and the number of syllables are; 5,7,5,7,7. 
The original poem is as follows: 
wa ga se ko ni (5) 
2. L A/1 t VN D mi se nto mo i shi (7) 
3( 5 u me no ha na (5) 
4.'t frl t i> M. iify-ZL'f) so re to mo mi e zu (7) 
5. If(7)(<$> # (D&tltlli) yu ki nofu re re ba (7) 
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This poem can be divided into two sections; Line 1-3, and line 4 and 5. 
The literal translation would be: 
1. To my husband 
2.1 wanted to show 
3. blossoms of the plum tree 
4. which cannot be distinguished (from snow) 
5. because snow falls (on the branches) 
The poetic translation would be: 
I wanted to show to my husband 
Blossoms of the plum tree 
But I cannot tell either snow or blossoms 
Because snow falls onto branches 
In the Russian translation, "my husband," wa ga se ko (in line 1), is replaced with 
"you," in order to make the poem more neutral in gender. Since there are no plum trees 
in Russia, he likely chose to replace them with "white flowers." However, Cherry 
blossoms are used as a snowy-color flower in the German translation instead of plum tree 
blossoms or white flowers. The only common factor in both Russian and German 
translation is "snow." In the Russian translation, snow covers flowers which make 
flowers harder to see. In the German translation, the poem could be interpreted as falling 
snow on branches look like cherry blossoms are blooming, but flowers only bloom in 
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spring. It seems that Bethge used his imagination to create the different images of snow 
and flower inspired by the original poem. It is certain that cheny blossoms are more 
popular as an authentically Japanese flower than plum tree flowers are for Westerners. 
Brandt must have had some knowledge of Japanese poetry and surely must have located 
the original poem in order to make this translation, since the Russian translation is much 
closer to the original poem. He chose to use "white flowers" instead of "cherry 
blossoms" to not to interfere the meaning of the original poem. 
Since Stravinsky composed with the Russian translation, he was able to create a 
faithful musical setting of the poem. A six-note motif appears throughout the song in the 
right hand part in order to depict "white flowers" in the garden. 
Figure 4.4 measures 1-5 
Moderato, M.M. J« is 
OPRANO 
SOLO Des - een - do** am jar - dim; 
Moderato, m.m. J*68 
I have flow - era of white, 
Met - u wtit - ««» Blm - mem 
PIANO una eorda e p da capo al fine 
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A six-note motif, C-Eb-Cb-Bb-Db-Bb, is created with five notes, Bb-Cb-C-Db-Eb. 
Figure 4.5 Scale of the six-note motif 
fert \,o n bo ^ ; 
These notes form Stravinsky's original pentatonic scale which makes this song 
sound Japanese. As this six-note motif is played continuously, it creates an effect of 
stillness. The first two lines of the poem describe the white flowers she wants to show to 
her husband. Thus, this six-note motif is played by both hands from measures 1^. 
The vocal line moves gently around the piano part, to create a picture of the 
garden with white flowers. 
However, in the interlude, from measures 5-8, the left hand starts to play chords, 
and jumps around the right hand part as if snow has started to fall. 
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Figure 4.6 measures 6-8 
While snow keeps falling in the left hand, the voice comes in at measure 9, to 
state only "snow falls." It starts a diminished fifth higher than the beginning, a G flat, 
and reaches the highest note in this song, a B double flat, a minor third higher than a G 
flat. This progression creates a melancholy moment. After this measure, Stravinsky 
inserts a one-measure break for the voice before the last line of the poem starts which 
makes the previous measure even more effective. 
Figure 4.7 measures 7-13 
Ho 
La torn . 
falls the 
dtr ScMtm 
BttOW, 
Mam. 
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It seems that the end comes abruptly, as if the song might continue. That leaves 
the audience with the mood established by the picture Stravinsky created with the music. 
Since this poem describes the falling snow on flowers, the dynamic remains p for the 
entire song. Stravinsky's strict indication for piano is; una corda epda capo alfine. 
The range for the vocal line stays within the range of an octave, and the line features no 
dramatic leaps. The vocal line helps to create an atmosphere of stillness in this song. 
Although there is no use of Japanese-influenced materials, this song reminds listeners of 
the essence of Japan. 
Finally I will discuss the French translation by Stravinsky's friend, and a 
composer, Maurice Delage. He wrote the French text after Stravinsky composed this 
song. Thus, the French translation is very much linked to the Russian translation. 
Descendons au jardin je voulais te montrer I wanted to show you in the garden 
les fleurs blanches. the white flowers. 
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La neige tombe... Tout est-il fleurs ici, Snow falls...Is everything here flowers, 
ou neige blanche? or white snow? 
(French by Maurice Delage) 
Only one thing in the end is different from the Russian translation. In the Russian 
translation, "snow" comes first, then "flowers." Because of the required number of 
syllables to match Stravinsky's melody, Delage placed "snow" after "flowers" in order to 
say "white snow" at the end to avoid saying "white flowers," the last words of the first 
verse. 
II. Mazatsumi 
BecHa npHiiuia. H3 TpenyiH jieflsmoH 
Kopw aanpbirajiH, mpaa B penKe 
neHHbie cTpya: OHM XOTHT 6brn> 
riepBbiM 6eJibiM ipeTOM paAOCTHOH 
BeCHbl. 
(Russian by A. EpaH^ra) 
Spring has come. From the cracks of icy baric 
it started, playing in the river 
Foamy stream: They want to be 
the first white flower, happy spring. 
(trans .by Synthia Sture) 
Vesna prishla. Iz treshchin ledjanoj 
kory zaprygali, igraja v rechke 
pennyje struji: oni khotjat byt' 
pervym belym cvetom radostnoj 
vesny. 
(Russian by A. Brandt) 
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German version of this poem: 
Froh sprudeln durch die Ritzen nun des Eises, 
The cracks of ice is now cheerfully bubbling, 
Das vor dem Lenz zergeht, die weissen Wellen 
It melts before the spring, white waves are 
Des Giessbachs auf: die ersten weissen Bliiten 
on the pouring stream: that would be 
Des lieben Friihlings mochten sie uns sein. 
the first flowers in spring. 
(German by Hans Bethge) 
The German and Russian translations are quite similar for this poem. The original 
poem is Tanka, a short poem, from Kokin Waka-shu. It is the twelfth poem from volume 
one, and the poet is Masazumi Minamoto (dates unknown). 
The original poem is as follows: 
1.^J!U3L ta ni ka ze ni (5) 
2. t < (t K. & 9 {£) to kuru ko ori ni(7) 
3. CL* t (T>l£ ^ t hi ma go to ni (5) 
4. ( 0 u chi i zu ru na miya (8) 
5(I'i&CDl'i'Ol'ife) ha ru no ha tsu ha na (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
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1. Winds on the hills 
2. melting ices (in a stream) 
3. between gaps (of ices) 
4. waves arise 
5. the first flower of spring 
The poetic translation would be: 
Spring winds between hills 
Melting ices in the stream 
Between the cracks of ices 
Waves are arising 
That is the first spring flower 
Since a limited number of words can be used in Tanka, the reader needs to 
imagine the scene behind the words. In this poem, the poet likens the waves between the 
cracks of the ice to the first flowers in spring. The use of metaphor in this poem is well 
explained in both the Russian and the German translation. The first word, ta ni ka ze 
(line 1), means literally "winds between hills." However, it actually refers to the kind of 
wind that blows at the beginning of spring. In the Russian translation, the poem simply 
begins with "Spring has come," instead of mentioning the wind, while the German 
translation mentions the spring with melting ice in the second line. Since the spring is 
mentioned first, the Russian translation adds elements which remind readers more of 
spring, such as cracks of tree bark (not ice) and the running stream. The word "white" 
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appears in German translation to describe waves, but in the Russian translation, with no 
mention of waves, "white" is instead used in reference to the metaphorical flowers 
created by the foamy stream. "Happy spring" is added as the last line to show again the 
appreciation for the arrival of spring in the Russian translation. 
Stravinsky again precisely portrayed the image of the poem in music. This song 
opens with two pages of piano solo. The first chord clearly represents the sound of 
cracking tree bark. 
Figure 4.8 measures 1-10 
Vivo, M.M. J = so 
tf{*on arpeg.) PIANO 
7 
Following arpeggios sound like the playfully running stream with the occasional 
sound of cracks. As the piano describes the scenery, the voice enters in forte and sings 
"Spring has come." 
Figure 4.9 measures 11-17 
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(Largamente assai. In tempo 
Bee» us npn 
A - vrii pa • rait. 
The spring ha* come. 
Kommt dtr Friik- ting, 
Largamente assai. In tempo 
i 
As restless arpeggios and occasional cracks in piano part sustain the image, the 
voice sings lines as if captioning the piano part with limited pitches, A-A#-B-C-C#-D-D#, 
seven chromatic notes in the range of an augmented fifth. 
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Rgure 4.10 measures 18-27 
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Figure 4.11 Chromatic scale of the vocal line 
^ u ||n O ^ = 
Like the first song, this song also ends abruptly. The arpeggios stop right before 
the voice sings "happy spring." In contrast to its dramatic opening the song ends with the 
last words stated simply. Stravinsky designated very few dynamics for this song. In the 
piano part, the beginning and the ending chords are played with una corda, with the 
indication of ppp at the conclusion. 
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Figure 4.12 measures 28-32 
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Besides the/indicated at the entrance, no dynamics are indicated in the vocal line. 
This breath-taking song effectively conveys the energetic movement of spring. 
Although there are no Japanese elements in the music, the spirit of the song matches that 
of the Tanka poetry. 
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French translation by Delage is as follows: 
Avril parait. Brisant la glace de leur ecorce, 
April it is. Breaking the ice of tree bark, 
bondissent joyeux dans le ruisselet 
leap joyfully in the brook 
des flots dcumeux: lis veulent etre 
of frothy waves: they want to be 
les premieres fleurs blanches du joyeux Printemps. 
the first flowers of joyful spring. 
The French translation represents a mixture of German and Russian translations. 
The Russian translation starts with "spring" and ends with "spring," but in the French 
translation, the first word is "April." April seems too specific to determine the season. 
Cracks of bark are adopted from the Russian translation, but frothy waves from the 
German translation. 
IH.Tsaraiuki 
MTO ARC 6ejioe BFLAJM! Chto "eto beloje vdali! 
rioBciofly, CJIOBHO ofijiaxa Meuqjy Povsjudu, slovno oblaka mezhdu 
XOJIMaMH. kholmami. 
To BMUIHH PA3U,BEJIH; To vishni razcveli; 
npHiiuia xejiaHHaa Bee Ha. prishla zhelannaja vesna. 
(Russian by A. EpaHflTa) (Russian by A.Brandt) 
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What is this whiteness in the distance! 
As if clouds are everywhere between hills. 
That is cherry blossoms blooming. 
The desired spring has come. 
(trans .by Synthia Sture) 
German version of this poem: 
Was seh ich Helles dort? Aus alien Griinden 
What I see bright there? Above the ground 
Zwischen den Bergen quellen weisse Wolken 
Between the mountains white clouds swell 
Verlockend auf, — die Kirschen sind erbliiht! 
Temptingly,— cherry blossom is blooming! 
Der Friihling ist gekommen, wunderbar! 
The marvelous spring has come! 
(German by Hans Bethge) 
The Russian version closely resembles the German translation. The original 
poem is Tonka, a short poem, from Kokin Waka-sha, for which the second song was also 
taken. It is the 59th poem from volume one, and the poet is Tsurayuki Ki (unknown-945). 
The original poem is as follows: 
1.^TE sa ku ra ba na (5) 
2. b L& (£ L&) sa ki ni ke ra shi na (7) 
3. a shi hi ki no (5) 
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4. i-Lj CO *9 *9 ) yamano kaiyo ri(7) 
5. &1S (%•$>&b b <C t>) mi yu ru shi ra ku mo (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
1. Cherry blossom flowers 
2. are blooming 
3. (a decorative word for mountain, but containing no meaning itself) 
4. between mountains 
5. white clouds can be seen 
The poetic translation would be: 
Cherry blossoms are blooming 
They are everywhere 
Like white clouds are floating 
between mountains. 
A metaphor is used in this poem, like in many other poems found in Kokin Waka-
shu. This metaphor compares the cherry blossoms blooming on the slopes of the 
mountains to white clouds. Again, the poem stirs the imagination of the readers. Since it 
is rare to describe scenery in such a straightforward way at the beginning of a Japanese 
poem, the first line of this poem has an exclamatoiy feeling. Both German and Russian 
translations interpret the poem well. The last line of both translations is the statement 
"spring has come" which is exacdy interpreted from the original poem. 
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Although the impression made by the translation is quite passionate, Stravinsky 
depicted this poem rather simply in his music and with a somewhat detached manner. 
The pensive character of this song contrasts the liveliness of the second song. 
The song begins with a piano prelude implying the questioning feeling of the 
scenery. 
Figure 4.13 measures 1-11 
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The following vocal line moves within the range of perfect fifth and uses five 
notes, G#-A#-B#-C#-D#. 
Figure 4.14 Scale of the vocal line 
fo I 
The range of the first page of piano part remains the same from C2 to C#5, three 
octaves and minor second. The piano part continues to convey the mysterious feeling 
and the floating clouds between mountains as the right hand jumps registers. 
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Figure 4.15 Range of the piano part 
The piano part suddenly leaps more than an octave higher as if realizing that the 
white clouds are actually cherry blossoms. 
Figure 4.16 measures 12-18 
H»:t' ill 
pa- mou - is 
Full blown are the cher - ries; Ntim, die Kir-*chtn btii - ken; hills. Land. 
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The vocal line starts a perfect fourth higher than the first note of the song, and the 
range expands to a major seventh. The vocal line is composed of seven notes, Cb-D-Eb-
F-Gb-G-Ab. The piano part is also in a higher range to help illustrate the fact that "it is 
the cherry blossom, the desired spring has come." 
Figure 4.17 Scale of the vocal line 
O ^ O  E  
A piano postlude follows immediately after. Here the motif of the piano part on 
the first page returns. Instead of starting from the left hand like in the beginning, the 
right hand starts two octaves higher with the same motif which appeared in the beginning. 
At the conclusion of the cycle, this postlude represents the end of the spring which will 
come after cherry blossoms fall. 
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Figure 4.18 measures 19-24 
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The French translation by Delage is as follows: 
Qu'aper^oit-on si blanc au loin? 
What do we see so white in the distance? 
On dirait partout des nuages entre les collines: 
They are like the clouds among the hills: 
les cerisiers epanouis fetent 
The cherry blossoms bloom celebrating 
enfin l'arrivee du Printemps. 
finally the arrival of spring. 
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This translation is clearly taken literally from the Russian translation. The 
German translation gives the exclamatory feeling recognizing that white clouds are 
blooming cherry blossoms, while the Russian and French translations are more 
explanatory about this fact. 
Stravinsky wrote melodies and motives with five notes or seven notes throughout 
these three songs. It seems that he picked these numbers because of the numbers of 
syllables Japanese poetry requires. Stravinsky clearly coordinated this piece to illustrate 
the spring as whole. The way Stravinsky composed the third song to remind us of the 
end of spring is well thought out and remarkable. 
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Francesco Santoliquido (1883-1971) 
Petits Poemes Japonais (1919) 
Santoliquido also chose poems related to spring for each song. It seems that 
"spring" poems are the most approachable and easiest to interpret. Poems used in this 
piece are all Tanka, short poems, and all are taken from Man 'ydsha. The poet is 
indicated as Akahito 724-756, but this is incorrect. None of the poems are written by 
Akahito. Each poet is listed accordingly. 
1. Tombe doucement, o toi pluie du printemps, 
Fall gently, oh you rain of spring, 
et n'eparpille pas les fleurs des cerisiers 
and do not scatter the blossoms of cherry tree 
avant que je les aie vues 
before I have seen them 
(French by anonymous) (trans .by Abra Bush) 
The original poem is the 1,870th poem from volume ten, and the poet is listed 
unknown. 
The original poem is as follows: 
(fi'Sc?#)) ha ru sa me wa (5) 
2. V 0't (V 9 %z) i ta na kufu ri so (7) 
3.^c^ sakurabana( 5) 
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4. \Z (V ^ <C {Z.) i ma da mi na ku ni (7) 
(-*b*b"S<\;fcLt) chi ramakuo shi mo (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
1. The spring rain 
2. please don't fall hard 
3. (on) cherry blossom flowers 
4. before I have seen 
5. it would be pity to scatter (flowers) 
The poetic translation would be: 
Oh spring rain, 
Please don't fall hard on cherry blossoms 
It would be pity to scatter flowers 
Before I have seen them 
The French translation closely resembles the original poem, but it seems more 
straightforward. In the original poem, the person asks the spring rain not to fall hard 
because it would be pity to scatter cherry blossoms before he has seen them. In the 
French translation, the person simply asks the spring rain to fall gently to avoid scattering 
flowers before he has seen them. It is omitted in the French translation that the person 
feels pity about flowers scattered. However, the translation still captures the picture of 
spring rain scattering the cherry blossoms. 
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Santoliquido painted the non-stop rain with the piano accompaniment throughout 
the song. The song starts with a six-measure prelude by piano. 
Figure 4.19 measures 1-6 
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The motif of "rain" begins in a high register, and keeps descending until the end 
of the song as the cherry blossoms scatter. 
The song is centered around the key of a-flat minor, and the middle part, from 
measures 12-15, is in E-flat major. 
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The first line of poem is sung in measures 7-10 after the piano prelude. This four-
measure phrase can be divided into two two-measure motifs. The voice line uses only 
two notes to sing the first line, Ab and Eb, and has a narrative character. The piano part 
of each measure is made of five notes. In the second measure of this two-measure motif, 
Santoliquido used the chord made with a Japanese minor pentatonic scale starting from 
Ab: Ab-Bb-Cb-Eb-Fb, a minor scale with no fourth and seventh notes. 
Figure 420 measures 7-10 
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Figure 4.21 Japanese minor pentatonic scale in Ab 
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A one-measure bridge (measure 11) precedes the next section (measures 12-15), 
which is roughly in E-flat major. Like the previous four-measure section, measures 7-10, 
this section can be divided into two two-measure motifs. The voice line uses only two 
notes, C and Bb. Unlike the previous section, the piano part of the second measure of 
this motif is created with a Japanese major pentatonic scale starting from Eb: Eb-F-G-Bb-
C, a major scale with no fourth and seventh notes. 
Figure A22 measures 11-15 
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Figure 4.23 Japanese major pentatonic scale in Eb 
The song closes with the third line of the poem. Unlike the previous two lines, 
this line keeps descending in both the vocal and piano parts. 
Figure 424 measures 16-19 
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The last four measures are a piano postlude. A Japanese minor pentatonic chord, 
built on A-flat, provides the final tonality for the song and is repeated three times, in 
different octaves each time. 
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Figure 425 measures 20-23 
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Santoliquido interpreted this poem well in this song. Consistent with the 
translation, he portrayed the falling rain over the cherry blossoms and the scattering 
flowers with a constant descending motion. His use of chords of the Japanese pentatonic 
scale certainly helps to paint the Oriental scenery. 
II. Quand je suis sorti sur la lande, 
When I went out on the moor, 
ou la brume s'dlevait le rossignol chanta. 
as the mist was rising the nightingale sang. 
Le printemps, semble-t-il est venu. 
Spring, it has come. 
(French by anonymous) (trans.by Abra Bush) 
The original poem is the 1,443rd poem from volume eight, and the poet 
Otomaro Mahito (dates unknown). 
The original poem is as follows: 
1. ftSEO ka su mi ta tsu (5) 
2. HfyCOJiCOjflZ. (<DCD%_(Dfrtz.\Z.) no no e no ka ta ni (7) 
3. fr# (V ^ i hi shi ka ba (5) 
4. 0 o ( 9 <% # o) u gu i su na ki tsu (7) 
t) ha ru ni na ru ra shi (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
1. The mist is rising 
2. over the fields (and mountains) 
3.1 am going (there) 
4. A bush warbler is singing 
5. Spring has come 
The poetic translation would be: 
The mist was rising over fields and mountains 
when I went out there 
A bush warbler started singing 
Spring has come. 
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As the original poem is very straightforward, the French translation exactly 
creates the same picture. However, the Japanese bush warbler, Uguisu (in line 4), does 
not live in Europe, and so it is replaced with the nightingale. They are both singing birds, 
but the Japanese bush warbler does not sing in the night like the nightingale does. The 
Japanese bush warbler is commonly used in Japanese poetry as a bird pronouncing the 
earliest sign of spring since they begin to sing in the middle of February or early March 
when it still occasionally snows. However, the nightingale is commonly used in 
European poetry as a bird that sings of love in the night. There are probably no other 
choices but to use the nightingale for the translation as the singing bird. Unfortunately, 
the nightingale does not quite correspond with the other part of the poem if it is 
interpreted as the symbol of love. The nightingale in this poem is used simply as the 
beautiful singing bird. 
Santoliquido did not set a strong key center for this song but instead concentrated 
on illustrating the poem. 
This song can be divided into three sections: measures 1-7, measures 8-11, and 
measures 12-16. 
The piano entrance opens the song. The following vocal line sings along the 
soprano line of piano part. 
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Figure 4.26 measures 1-7 
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As the speaker tries to listen to the singing of the nightingale, the vocal line sings 
in a cappella only interrupted by a surprising chord. The piano part immediately follows 
the vocal line to depict the nightingale's singing. 
Figure 4.27 measures 8-11 
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The voice and piano parts unite again to end this song. Both parts reach/to state 
the word 'The Spring," then quickly get softer towards pp as the line states "it has come." 
Figure 4.28 measures 12-16 
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This song is written in a more impressionistic style and does not use any Oriental 
effects. Still, the poem is well explained within the sixteen measures of this brief song. 
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III. Sur les fleurs du prenier 
On the blossoms of the plum tree 
epaisse tombe la neige. 
thick falls the snow. 
J'ai voulu la ramasser pour te la montrer 
I wanted to gather it to show it to you 
Mais elle a fondu dans mes mains. 
But it melted in my hands. 
(French by anonymous) (trans .by Abra Bush) 
The original poem is the 1,833rd poem from volume ten, and the poet is listed as 
unknown. The tenth volume of Man'yoshu is comprised of poems by unknown poets. 
The original poem is as follows: 
(o tib(D\5.f£.) umenohana{5) 
2. ^ V £T («•£> V $533 0 juriouyu ki wo (7) 
3. (oo^f. ~fb) tsu tsu mi mo chi (5) 
4. M(£. ^ A/1) ki mi ni mi se mu to (7) 
5. to re ba ke ni tsu tsu (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
1. The plum tree flower 
2. covered with falling snow 
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3.1 gather (it) 
4.1 wanted to show you 
5. it melted (when) I picked 
The poetic translation would be: 
The plum tree flower covered with falling snow 
I would gather snow from flower 
I wanted to show it to you 
But when I picked up, it melted away. 
The French translation has a more melancholic feeling than the original poem 
adding the last word "in my hands." This poem is well translated, and Santoliquido 
depicted it vividly with music. 
The song opens with a single line in the piano, portraying the falling snow. A 
two-measure motif is repeated one octave lower as the snow keeps falling onto flowers. 
Figure 4.29 measures 1-4 
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After the two measures of the vocal line, again the motif of snow is repeated one 
more octave lower. 
Figure 4.30 measures 5-8 
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The vocal line is in recitative style, as if conveying the speaker's internal feeling. 
The line "but it melted" functions as a little dramatic moment, but it happens for only one 
note. 
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Figure 4.31 measures 9-17 
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When the piano part appears, again, it represents the falling snow. However, 
unlike the previous motives, it stops after one measure, as the snow melts in the speaker's 
hands. The voice quietly sings the last line, "in my hands." 
Figure 4.32 measures 18-21 
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Santoliquido clearly divided the roles of piano and voice in this song. The piano 
part describes the falling snow when it is played alone. Taking over the role, the voice 
part sings the poem while the piano plays chords. There is not much Oriental or Japanese 
influence in this song besides the compactness, but Santoliquido's challenge to capture 
the moment with minimal use of notes certainly is in keeping with the spirit of Japanese 
poetry. 
Like Stravinsky, Santoliquido chose spring poems for these songs. However, 
unlike Stravinsky, he did not take much care in the ordering of the songs. The first song 
is about the midst of spring, as cherry blossoms are about to fall because of the spring 
rain. The second song is about the beginning of spring because the bush warbler is the 
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first bird to sing in spring. The third song is about the early sign of spring signaled by the 
plum trees, which bloom about the middle of February. Thus, the order of these songs is 
actually backwards. Since we have such a little information about Santoliquido, it is hard 
to tell whether this was intentional. I feel that it could also work if it is played in the 
reverse order. 
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Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975) 
Six Romances on texts by Japanese Poets (1928-32) 
Shostakovich used only one Tanka for the second song of his song cycle. Like 
Stravinsky, Shostakovich found this poem in A. Brandt's Russian translation of Hans 
Bethge's book, Japanischer Fruhling. As I discussed in the previous chapter, the last 
three songs were not written on Japanese poems. 
II. Ilepefl caMoy6iriicTB0M Pered samoubijstvom 
YHbiJio cbnunoTca JMCTM. TycTOH TyMaH 
Unylo sypljutsja listy. Gustoj tuman 
npyA 3acmnaeT. Tyca jpoaie KpHHaT HcnyraHHO 
prud zastilajet. Gusi dikije krichat ispuganno 
Ha 03epe, CBSTOM HBape. 
na ozere, svyatom Iware. 
CHW MpaMHbie BHTaiOT HaA Moeft rjiasoM, 
Sny mrachnyje vitajut nad mojej glavoj, 
na cepjpue TJDKecTb. nepe3 rofl, xoi^a pa^jjacrca 
na serdce tjazhest'. cherez god, kogda razdastsja 
CHOBa KpHK rycefl, a He ycjibiuuy HX. 
snova krik gusej, ja ne uslyshu ikh. 
(Russian by A. BpaHffra) (Russian by A. Brandt) 
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Before Suicide 
Leaves are falling languidly. Thick fogs cover the freezing pond. 
Wild geese are crying startled at the sacred lake Iware. 
Dark dreams are floating over my head, and my heart is heavy. 
After a year, when geese will cry again, 
I will not hear them. 
(trans .by Synthia Sture) 
German version of this poem: 
Triibes Lied The Dismal Song 
Die Bluten rieseln nieder. Dichter Nebel 
The flowers trickle down. Dense fog 
Verbirgt den See. Die wilden Ganse rufen 
Hides the lake. The wild geese cry 
Erschreckt am heiligen Teich von Iware. 
Frightened at the sacred pond of Iware. 
Diistere Traume schatten um mein Haupt. 
Dark dreams shadow over my head. 
Mein Herz ist schwer. Wenn libers Jahr die Ganse 
My heart is heavy. After a year when the geese 
Von neuem rufen, hor ich sie nicht mehr. 
Cry again, I will not hear them anymore. 
(German by Hans Bethge) 
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The original poem is the 416th poem from volume three of Man'yosha. The poet 
is Prince Otsu (663-686). 
LHals-S* (t 0 ) mo mo dsu ta u (5) 
2.%£t7k(D$L\Z. i wa re no i ke ni (7) 
3. RiK HSr na ku ka mo wo (5) 
4. -t" 0 (7)fy-$LX^ (# J: 5 <Dfy-!fy~X J^>) kyo u no mi mi te ya (7) 
5. 9tR!§ *9 ?£Aj) ku mo ga ku ri na n (7) 
The literal translation would be: 
1. (water trickling restlessly) -a decorative word for something keeping continuing 
2. at the pond of I ware 
3. geese is crying 
4.1 only see (them) today 
5.1 will hide behind the clouds 
The poetic translation would be: 
Water is trickling restlessly 
At the pond of I ware, geese cry 
I see them only today 
Because I will die 
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The expression used in the last line of the original poem, "Hide behind clouds," is 
the way to describe the death of someone in the Imperial family. This poem was written 
by Prince Otsu before he was executed on a charge of treason. While the original poem 
gives a rather calm and detached impression, both the Russian and German translations 
are more passionate. These translations are quite similar, but the Russian translation 
heightens the sense of tragedy as it contains some additional words and a few changes 
from the German translation. With the help of Bethge's imagination the German 
translation expands on the meaning of the original poem. The first word of the original 
poem, "mo mo dzu ta u," is a hard word to translate. The word itself does not have a 
particular meaning except to decorate the word that follows. The German translation 
starts with trickling flowers, probably because "falling flowers" represent the death in 
Japanese culture. Bethge added "dense fog over the lake" and "geese cry startled" to 
make this poem more desolate. In the Russian translation, Brandt changed and added 
some words from the German translation. I suppose Brandt had the impression from 
"dense fog over the lake" that fall would be the suitable season for this poem. As a 
matter of fact, this prince was executed on October 25 in 686, so Brandt's instinct was 
correct. He started the Russian translation with "leaves are falling languidly" indicating 
the end of fall. He then added "freezing" pond implying the coming winter. In both the 
German and Russian translations, Iware is treated as a sacred lake since the prince dies 
there. The second half of both translations describes the tragic situation in a similar way 
while the original poem just states that he won't hear geese crying after today. 
When Brandt put the title on Russian translation, he mis-titled this poem as 
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"before suicide." The manner of suicide, hara-kiri, did not appear until 1200 around the 
time that samurai warriors appeared. Thus, there was no "suicide" at the execution at the 
time of Prince Otsu's execution. 
Shostakovich composed a very dramatic song for this poem. The accompaniment 
starts in a very low position with one note played in three octaves. 
Figure 4.33 The first notes of accompaniment in three octaves 
It stays low for the first vocal line, "leaves are falling languidly " in measures 1-3. 
Then, it moves to higher register but maintaining the same pattern of three octaves. This 
rather hollow accompaniment provides the empty feeling of the end of fall and the end of 
The accompaniment becomes a little thinner before Agitato. The Agitato section, 
"crying out startled at the sacred lake," starts with sudden /in both piano and vocal parts 
in measure 10. While the piano plays an emotional line with the left hand, the voice 
sings the leap of a major seventh for the word "crying." The next word "startled" again is 
sung with the leap of one octave. These two large leaps provide a dramatic effect, after 
which the vocal line goes even higher to sing "lake." 
life. 
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The next two words, "sacred" and "Iware," are sung with a quarter note rest in 
front of each word to emphasize them in measures 13-14. However, Shostakovich 
changed these words to "oiwTb KpsroaT (opjat' krichat)," which means "again crying," in 
his original version for tenor and orchestra. He might have intended to use the original 
poem since he used three notes, B-E-F, for the two-syllable word "krichat." I found that 
"Iware" was the only Japanese word in six poems he chose for this song cycle. Thus I 
suppose that Shostakovich changed the words to unify all six poems in Russian. Later he 
reverted back to the original Russian poem when he arranged the piano accompaniment. 
Figure 4.34 Text of orchestra version and piano accompaniment version 
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Before the second half of the poem starts, the piano prepares for the following 
tragic line with a short crescendo towards ff in measure 16. The voice starts with a high 
F with ff while the piano provides the five-octave accompaniment in measure 17. This 
hollow accompaniment enhances the darkness of the line "dark dreams are floating over 
my head," which indicates the soon-coming death. 
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Figure 4.35 The five-octave accompaniment in measure 17 
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As if the person is sinking into his thought, the vocal line lowers in dynamic and 
pitch, but the accompaniment stays in the same wider range in measures 20-23. 
Two measures of crescendo then prepare for the last line in measures 24-25. 
Heightening the drama, the voice sings the leap of an octave again. The last line, "I will 
not hear them," is sung with full/then ffin measures 26-31. This line requires only high 
F and G. The repetition of same long notes, four F's and three G's, sounds painful to the 
ears and depicts the person's agony at the moment of death. The last note, G, is held till 
the end for ten beats like the prince crying out. The accompaniment widens even further 
to six octaves in the end. 
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Figure 4.36 The last notes of accompaniment in six octaves 
i 
This song starts in Bb and ends in Bb, but there is no strong key center throughout 
the song. Shostakovich interpreted the poem very dramatically with the music just as the 
Russian translation intended, and he appropriately illustrated the person's despair and 
agony. Although the song was composed in his early life, the song itself is just as 
striking as any of Shostakovich's later pieces. However, there is no evidence of Oriental 
techniques or influence in this song, and in general it is overly dramatic for a song based 
on a Japanese poem. 
I l l  
Conclusion 
Within Japanese poetry, Tanka (a short poem) did not have a lasting influence on 
European poetry, while Haiku (a brief poem) in contrast became a new genre within 
European and American poetry from the early twentieth century immediately it was 
introduced. Although it is difficult for Westerners to distinguish between Tardea and 
Haiku because they are both short, the characteristics of Haiku are much more 
straightforward than those of Tanka since Haiku strictly illustrates only scenery with no 
emotions. The limitation of syllables and lines was strictly adopted in European or 
American Haiku (three lines with five, seven, five syllables), and as Haiku (or the genre 
of Haiku: Hai-kai) became more and more popular, most Westerners acknowledged 
Haiku as a synonym for Japanese poetry. There are countless numbers of Western Haiku 
available nowadays and composers regularly set those Haiku in their songs. The general 
style of Haiku has also been adopted as a distinct musical style by some composers: 
characterized as a brief piece illustrating scenery or impression. 
Since Tanka requires a certain amount of skill and knowledge to translate and 
interpret, it soon vanished amid the growing interests for Haiku in Western poetry. The 
problem of understanding Tanka certainly attracted scholars, but that did not result in 
great translations of widespread artistic significance, and failed to meaningfully inspire 
musicians. As a result we can say that Western composers' reliance on translations in 
general became a disadvantage when approaching Tanka for musical materials as 
opposed to Haiku. In addition, the style of Tanka only allows the poet to depict limited 
scenery and thoughts. I speculate that these kinds of monotonic poems were not as 
attractive to composers, a factor which also contributed to the lack of popularity of the 
genre. 
The eight songs examined in this dissertation were written on Tanka and were 
composed in the early twentieth century while Europeans were still appreciating all 
aspects of Japanese culture as exotic. Six out of the eight poems were related to spring 
easily illustrating the ubiquitous yet authentic Japanese scenes of cherry blossoms, plum 
tree blossoms, and the Japanese bush warbler. Exotic subjects were required to enhance 
Oriental images in early twentieth centuiy art songs, and although songs composed on 
Tanka were not many, they were vividly reflected Westerners' perception of Japan at that 
time. 
Unfortunately, with the lack of great translations, Tanka did not become widely 
used as exotic poems within Western art songs. Moreover, as Oriental influences in 
general diminished in composition when modernism appeared in the twentieth century, 
Japanese influences also simultaneously vanished from any kind of music. 
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